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Abstract Detailed measurements of the electron perfor-
mance of the ATLAS detector at the LHC are reported, us-
ing decays of the Z, W and J/ψ particles. Data collected
in 2010 at
√
s = 7 TeV are used, corresponding to an inte-
grated luminosity of almost 40 pb−1. The inter-alignment
of the inner detector and the electromagnetic calorimeter,
the determination of the electron energy scale and resolu-
tion, and the performance in terms of response uniformity
and linearity are discussed. The electron identification, re-
construction and trigger efficiencies, as well as the charge
misidentification probability, are also presented.
1 Introduction
The precise determination of the electron performance of the
ATLAS detector at the LHC is essential both for Standard
Model measurements and for searches for Higgs bosons and
other new phenomena. Physics processes of prime interest
at the LHC are expected to produce electrons from a few
GeV to several TeV. Many of them, such as Higgs-boson
production, have small cross-sections and suffer from large
background, typically from jets of hadrons. Therefore an
excellent electron identification capability, with high effi-
ciency and high jet rejection rate, is required over a broad
energy range to overcome the low signal-to-background ra-
tio. For example, in the moderate transverse energy region
ET = 20–50 GeV a jet-rejection factor of about 105 is desir-
able to extract a pure signal of electrons above the residual
background from jets faking electrons. In the central region
up to |η| < 2.5, this challenge is faced by using a power-
ful combination of detector technologies: silicon detectors, a
transition radiation tracker and a longitudinally layered elec-
tromagnetic calorimeter system with fine lateral segmenta-
tion.
 e-mail: atlas.publications@cern.ch
A further strength of the ATLAS detector is its ability to
reconstruct and identify electrons outside the tracking cov-
erage up to |η| < 4.9. This brings several advantages. For
example, it improves the sensitivity of the measurement of
forward-backward asymmetry, and therefore the weak mix-
ing angle, in Z → ee events, and it enlarges the geometrical
acceptance of searches for Higgs bosons and other new par-
ticles.
To realize the full physics potential of the LHC, the elec-
tron energy and momentum must be precisely measured.
Stringent requirements on the alignment and on the calibra-
tion of the calorimeter come, for example, from the goal of
a high-precision W mass measurement.
This paper describes the measurements of the electron
energy scale and resolution and of the efficiency to trigger,
reconstruct and identify electrons using Z → ee, W → eν
and J/ψ → ee events observed in the data collected in 2010
at a centre-of-mass energy of
√
s = 7 TeV, corresponding to
an integrated luminosity of almost 40 pb−1. As the avail-
able statistics are significantly lower for isolated electrons
from J/ψ → ee decays and these electrons are also more
difficult to extract, only a subset of the measurements were
performed in this channel.
The structure of the paper is the following. In Sect. 2,
a brief reminder of the inner detector and calorimeter sys-
tem is presented. The data and Monte Carlo (MC) sam-
ples used in this work are summarized in Sect. 3. Section 4
starts with the introduction of the trigger, reconstruction and
identification algorithms and then proceeds by presenting
the inclusive single and dielectron spectra in Sect. 4.5. The
inter-alignment of the inner detector and the electromagnetic
(EM) calorimeter is discussed in Sect. 4.6. The in-situ cal-
ibration of the electron energy scale is described in Sect. 5
followed by its performance in terms of resolution, linearity
in energy, and uniformity in φ. The measurement of the elec-
tron selection efficiencies with the tag-and-probe technique
is presented in Sect. 6. The identification efficiency determi-
nation is discussed in detail in Sect. 6.2, and the differences
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observed between data and MC predictions are attributed to
imperfections of the MC description of the main discrim-
inating variables. The reconstruction efficiency is reported
in Sect. 6.4, followed by the charge misidentification prob-
ability in Sect. 6.5, and the trigger efficiency in Sect. 6.6.
Conclusions and an outlook are given in Sect. 7.
2 The ATLAS detector
A complete description of the ATLAS detector is provided
in [1].
ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its
origin at the nominal pp interaction point at the centre of
the detector. The positive x-axis is defined by the direc-
tion from the interaction point to the centre of the LHC
ring, with the positive y-axis pointing upwards, while the
beam direction defines the z-axis. The azimuthal angle φ
is measured around the beam axis and the polar angle θ is
the angle from the z-axis. The pseudorapidity is defined as
η = − ln tan(θ/2).
The inner detector (ID) provides a precise reconstruction
of tracks within |η| < 2.5. It consists of three layers of pixel
detectors close to the beam-pipe, four layers of silicon mi-
crostrip detector modules with pairs of single-sided sensors
glued back-to-back (SCT) providing eight hits per track at
intermediate radii, and a transition radiation tracker (TRT)
at the outer radii, providing about 35 hits per track (in the
range |η| < 2.0). The TRT offers substantial discriminating
power between electrons and charged hadrons over a wide
energy range (between 0.5 and 100 GeV) via the detection
of X-rays produced by transition radiation. The inner-most
pixel vertexing layer (also called the b-layer) is located just
outside the beam-pipe at a radius of 50 mm. It provides pre-
cision vertexing and significant rejection of photon conver-
sions through the requirement that a track has a hit in this
layer.
A thin superconducting solenoid, contributing 0.66 radi-
ation length at normal incidence to the amount of passive
material before the EM calorimeter, surrounds the inner de-
tector and provides a 2 T magnetic field.
The electromagnetic calorimeter system is separated into
two parts: a presampler detector and an EM calorime-
ter, a lead–liquid-argon (LAr) detector with accordion-
shaped kapton electrodes and lead absorber plates. The EM
calorimeter has three longitudinal layers (called strip, mid-
dle and back layers) and a fine segmentation in the lateral
direction of the showers within the inner detector cover-
age. At high energy, most of the EM shower energy is col-
lected in the middle layer which has a lateral granularity of
0.025 × 0.025 in η × φ space. The first (strip) layer consists
of finer-grained strips in the η-direction with a coarser gran-
ularity in φ. It offers discrimination against multiple photon
showers (including excellent γ − π0 separation), a precise
estimation of the pseudorapidity of the impact point and,
in combination with the middle layer, an estimation of the
photon pointing direction [2]. These two layers are comple-
mented by a presampler detector placed in front with a gran-
ularity of 0.025 × 0.1 covering only the range |η| < 1.8 to
correct for energy lost in the material before the calorime-
ter, and by the back layer behind, which collects the en-
ergy deposited in the tail of very high energy EM showers.
The transition region between the barrel (EMB) and endcap
(EMEC) calorimeters, 1.37 < |η| < 1.52, has a large amount
of material in front of the first active calorimeter layer. The
endcap EM calorimeters are divided into two wheels, the
outer (EMEC-OW) and the inner (EMEC-IW) wheels cov-
ering the ranges 1.375 < |η| < 2.5 and 2.5 < |η| < 3.2, re-
spectively.
Hadronic calorimeters with at least three longitudinal
segments surround the EM calorimeter and are used in
this context to reject hadronic jets. The forward calorime-
ters (FCal) cover the range 3.1 < |η| < 4.9 and also have
EM shower identification capabilities given their fine lateral
granularity and longitudinal segmentation into three layers.
3 Data and Monte Carlo samples
The results are based on the proton-proton collision data col-
lected with the ATLAS detector in 2010 at
√
s = 7 TeV. Af-
ter requiring good data-quality criteria, in particular those
concerning the inner detector and the EM and hadronic
calorimeters, the total integrated luminosity used for the
measurements is between 35 and 40 pb−1 depending on the
trigger requirements.
The measurements are compared to expectations from
MC simulation. The Z → ee, J/ψ → ee and W → eν
MC samples were generated by PYTHIA [3] and processed
through the full ATLAS detector simulation [4] based on
GEANT4 [5]. To study the effect of multiple proton-proton
interactions different pile-up configurations with on average
about two interactions per beam crossing were also simu-
lated.
In addition, MC samples were produced with additional
passive material in front of the EM calorimeter representing
a conservative estimate of the possible increases in the mate-
rial budget based on various studies using collision data, in-
cluding studies of track reconstruction efficiency [6–9], the
measurement of the photon conversion rate [10], studies of
the energy flow in the EM calorimeter [11], EM shower-
shape variables and the energy to momentum ratio. In these
samples, the amounts of additional material with respect to
the nominal geometry, expressed in units of radiation length
(X0) and given at normal incidence, are 0.05X0 in the in-
ner detector, 0.2X0 in its services, 0.15X0 at the end of the
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Fig. 1 Amount of material, in units of radiation length X0, traversed
by a particle as a function of η: (left) material in front of the presam-
pler detector and the EM calorimeter, and (right) material up to the
ID boundaries. The contributions of the different detector elements, in-
cluding the services and thermal enclosures are shown separately by
filled color areas. The extra material used for systematic studies is in-
dicated by dashed lines. The primary vertex position has been smeared
along the beamline
SCT and TRT endcaps and at the ID endplate, 0.05X0 be-
tween barrel presampler detector and the strip layer of the
EM calorimeter, and 0.1X0 in front of the LAr EM barrel
calorimeter in the cryostat.
The distribution of material as a function of η in front of
the presampler detector and the EM calorimeter is shown on
the left of Fig. 1 for the nominal and extra-material geome-
tries. The contributions of the different detector elements up
to the ID boundaries, including the services and thermal en-
closures, are detailed on the right.
The peak in the amount of material before the electro-
magnetic calorimeter at |η| ≈ 1.5, corresponding to the tran-
sition region between the barrel and endcap EM calorime-
ters, is due to the cryostats, the corner of the barrel elec-
tromagnetic calorimeter, the inner detector services and the
tile scintillator. The sudden increase of material at |η| ≈
3.2, corresponding to the separation between the endcap
calorimeters and the FCal, is mostly due to the cryostat that
acts also as a support structure. It runs almost projective at
the low radius part of EMEC IW.
4 Electron trigger, reconstruction and identification
4.1 Trigger
The ATLAS trigger system [12] is divided into three levels.
The hardware-based first-level trigger (L1) performs a fast
event selection by searching for high-pT objects and large
missing or total energy using reduced granularity data from
the calorimeters and the muon system and reduces the event
rate to a maximum of 75 kHz. It is followed by the software-
based second-level trigger (L2) and event filter (EF), collec-
tively referred to as the high-level trigger (HLT). The recon-
struction at L2 is seeded by the L1 result. It uses, with full
granularity and precision, all the available detector data (in-
cluding the information from the inner detector) but only in
the regions identified by the L1 as Regions of Interest (RoI).
After L2 selection, the event rate is about 3 kHz. In the EF,
more complex algorithms seeded by the L2 results and prof-
iting from offline-like calibration and alignment are used to
reduce the event rate to about 200 Hz.
At L1, electromagnetic objects are selected if the total
transverse energy deposited in the EM calorimeter in two
adjacent towers of 
η×
φ = 0.1 × 0.1 size is above a cer-
tain threshold. Fast calorimeter and tracking reconstruction
algorithms are deployed at L2. The L2 calorimeter recon-
struction is very similar to the offline algorithm, with the
notable difference that clusters are seeded by the highest ET
cell in the middle calorimeter layer instead of applying the
full offline sliding-window algorithm described in Sect. 4.2.
The L2 track reconstruction algorithm was developed inde-
pendently to fulfill the more stringent timing requirements.
The EF uses the offline reconstruction and identification al-
gorithms described in Sects. 4.2 and 4.4. It applies similar
(typically somewhat looser) cuts in order to remain fully ef-
ficient for objects identified offline.
During the 2010 proton-proton collision data taking pe-
riod, the trigger menu continuously evolved in order to fully
benefit from the increasing LHC luminosity. Initially, the
trigger relied on the L1 decision only while the HLT deci-
sions were recorded but not used to reject events. As the lu-
minosity increased, the HLT began actively rejecting events
with higher and higher ET thresholds and more stringent
selections. A detailed description of the trigger configura-
tion and selection criteria applied in 2010 can be found
in [12, 13].
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4.2 Reconstruction
Electron reconstruction [14] in the central region of |η| <
2.47 starts from energy deposits (clusters) in the EM
calorimeter which are then associated to reconstructed
tracks of charged particles in the inner detector.
To reconstruct the EM clusters, seed clusters of longi-
tudinal towers with total transverse energy above 2.5 GeV
are searched for by a sliding-window algorithm. The win-
dow size is 3 × 5 in units of 0.025×0.025 in η × φ space,
corresponding to the granularity of the calorimeter middle
layer. The cluster reconstruction is expected to be very ef-
ficient for true electrons. In MC simulations, the efficiency
is about 95% at ET = 5 GeV and 100% for electrons with
ET > 15 GeV from W and Z decays.
In the tracking volume of |η| < 2.5, reconstructed tracks
extrapolated from their last measurement point to the mid-
dle layer of the calorimeter are very loosely matched to the
seed clusters. The distance between the track impact point
and the cluster position is required to satisfy 
η < 0.05. To
account for bremsstrahlung losses, the size of the sign cor-
rected 
φ window is 0.1 on the side where the extrapolated
track bends as it traverses the solenoidal magnetic field and
is 0.05 on the other side. An electron is reconstructed if at
least one track is matched to the seed cluster. In the case
where several tracks are matched to the same cluster, tracks
with silicon hits are preferred, and the one with the smallest

R = √
η2 + 
φ2 distance to the seed cluster is chosen.
The electron cluster is then rebuilt using 3 × 7 (5 × 5)
longitudinal towers of cells in the barrel (endcaps). These
lateral cluster sizes were optimized to take into account the
different overall energy distributions in the barrel and end-
cap calorimeters. The cluster energy is then determined [2]
by summing four different contributions: (1) the estimated
energy deposit in the material in front of the EM calorime-
ter, (2) the measured energy deposit in the cluster, (3) the
estimated external energy deposit outside the cluster (lateral
leakage), and (4) the estimated energy deposit beyond the
EM calorimeter (longitudinal leakage). The four terms are
parametrised as a function of the measured cluster energies
in the presampler detector (where it is present) and in the
three EM calorimeter longitudinal layers based on detailed
simulation of energy deposition in both active and inactive
material in the relevant detector systems. The good descrip-
tion of the detector in the MC simulation is therefore essen-
tial in order to correctly reconstruct the electron energy.
The four-momentum of central electrons is computed us-
ing information from both the final cluster and the best track
matched to the original seed cluster. The energy is given by
the cluster energy. The φ and η directions are taken from the
corresponding track parameters at the vertex.
In the forward region, 2.5 < |η| < 4.9, where there are no
tracking detectors, the electron candidates are reconstructed
only from energy deposits in the calorimeters by grouping
neighbouring cells in three dimensions, based on the signif-
icance of their energy content with respect to the expected
noise. These topological clusters [15] have a variable num-
ber of cells in contrast to the fixed-size sliding-window clus-
ters used in the central region. The direction of forward elec-
trons is defined by the barycentre of the cells belonging to
the cluster. The energy of the electron is determined sim-
ply by summing the energies in the cluster cells and is then
corrected for energy loss in the passive material before the
calorimeter. An electron candidate in the forward region is
reconstructed only if it has a small hadronic energy compo-
nent and a transverse energy of ET > 5 GeV.
4.3 Requirements on calorimeter operating conditions
The quality of the reconstructed energy of an electron ob-
ject relies on the conditions of the EM calorimeter. Three
types of problems arose during data taking that needed to be
accounted for at the analysis level:
– Failures of electronic front-end boards (FEBs). A few per-
cent of the cells are not read out because they are con-
nected to non-functioning FEBs, on which the active part
(VCSEL) of the optical transmitter to the readout boards
has failed [16]. As this can have an important impact on
the energy reconstruction in the EM calorimeter, the elec-
tron is rejected if part of the cluster falls into a dead FEB
region in the EM calorimeter strip or middle layer. If the
dead region is in the back layer or in the presampler de-
tector, which in general contain only a small fraction of
the energy of the shower, the object is considered good
and an energy correction is provided at the reconstruction
level.
– High voltage (HV) problems. A few percent of the HV
sectors are operated under non-nominal high voltage, or
have a zero voltage on one side of the readout electrode
(for redundancy, each side of an EM electrode, which is
in the middle of the LAr gap, is powered separately) [16].
In the very rare case when a part of the cluster falls into
a dead high-voltage region, the cluster is rejected. Non-
nominal voltage conditions increase the equivalent noise
in energy but do not require special treatment for the en-
ergy reconstruction.
– Isolated cells producing a high noise signal or no signal at
all. These cells are masked at the reconstruction level, so
that their energy is set to the average of the neighbouring
cells. Nonetheless an electron is rejected, if any of the
cells in its core, defined as the 3 × 3 cells in the middle
layer, is masked.
The loss of acceptance due to these object quality require-
ments was about 6% per electron on average dominated by
losses due to non-functioning FEBs (replaced during the
2010/2011 LHC winter shutdown).
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Table 1 Definition of variables used for loose, medium and tight electron identification cuts for the central region of the detector with |η| < 2.47
Type Description Name
Loose selection
Acceptance |η| < 2.47
Hadronic leakage Ratio of ET in the first layer of the hadronic calorimeter to ET of the EM cluster (used over the range
|η| < 0.8 and |η| > 1.37)
Rhad1
Ratio of ET in the hadronic calorimeter to ET of the EM cluster (used over the range |η| > 0.8 and
|η| < 1.37)
Rhad
Middle layer of EM
calorimeter
Ratio of the energy in 3×7 cells over the energy in 7×7 cells centred at the electron cluster position Rη
Lateral shower width,
√
(ΣEiη
2
i )/(ΣEi) − ((ΣEiηi)/(ΣEi))2, where Ei is the energy and ηi is the
pseudorapidity of cell i and the sum is calculated within a window of 3 × 5 cells
wη2
Medium selection (includes loose)
Strip layer of EM
calorimeter
Shower width,
√
(ΣEi(i − imax)2)(ΣEi), where i runs over all strips in a window of

η × 
φ ≈ 0.0625 × 0.2, corresponding typically to 20 strips in η, and imax is the index of the
highest-energy strip
wstot
Ratio of the energy difference between the largest and second largest energy deposits in the cluster over the
sum of these energies
Eratio
Track quality Number of hits in the pixel detector (≥1) npixel
Number of total hits in the pixel and SCT detectors (≥7) nSi
Transverse impact parameter (|d0| < 5 mm) d0
Track–cluster
matching

η between the cluster position in the strip layer and the extrapolated track (|
η| < 0.01) 
η
Tight selection (includes medium)
Track–cluster
matching

φ between the cluster position in the middle layer and the extrapolated track (|
φ| < 0.02) 
φ
Ratio of the cluster energy to the track momentum E/p
Tighter 
η requirement (|
η| < 0.005) 
η
Track quality Tighter transverse impact parameter requirement (|d0| <1 mm) d0
TRT Total number of hits in the TRT nTRT
Ratio of the number of high-threshold hits to the total number of hits in the TRT fHT
Conversions Number of hits in the b-layer (≥1) nBL
Veto electron candidates matched to reconstructed photon conversions
These requirements are also applied to the MC samples
when performing comparisons with data. Nonetheless, dif-
ferences arise between data and MC, induced for example
by the treatment of clusters around dead FEBs. While the
barycentre of such clusters tends to be shifted in the data,
this behaviour is not fully reproduced by MC when the dead
area has not been simulated. The total uncertainty on the
loss of acceptance is estimated to be about 0.4% per elec-
tron.
4.4 Identification
The baseline electron identification in the central |η| < 2.47
region relies on a cut-based selection using calorimeter,
tracking and combined variables that provide good separa-
tion between isolated or non-isolated signal electrons, back-
ground electrons (primarily from photon conversions and
Dalitz decays) and jets faking electrons. The cuts can be
applied independently. Three reference sets of cuts have
been defined with increasing background rejection power:
loose, medium and tight [14] with an expected jet rejec-
tion of about 500, 5000 and 50000, respectively, based on
MC simulation. Shower shape variables of the EM calorime-
ter middle layer and hadronic leakage variables are used in
the loose selection. Variables from the EM calorimeter strip
layer, track quality requirements and track-cluster match-
ing are added to the medium selection. The tight selection
adds E/p, particle identification using the TRT, and dis-
crimination against photon conversions via a b-layer hit re-
quirement and information about reconstructed conversion
vertices [17]. Table 1 lists all variables used in the loose,
medium and tight selections. The cuts are optimised in 10
bins of cluster η (defined by calorimeter geometry, detector
acceptances and regions of increasing material in the inner
detector) and 11 bins of cluster ET from 5 GeV to above
80 GeV.
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Table 2 Definition of variables used for forward loose and forward tight electron identification cuts for the 2.5 < |η| < 4.9 region of the detector
Type Description Name
Forward loose selection
Acceptance 2.5 < |η| < 4.9
Shower depth Distance of the shower barycentre from the calorimeter front face measured along the shower axis λcentre
Longitudinal second moment Second moment of the distance of each cell to the shower centre in the longitudinal direction (λi ) 〈λ2〉
Transverse second moment Second moment of the distance of each cell to the shower centre in the transverse direction (ri ) 〈r2〉
Forward tight selection (includes forward loose)
Maximum cell energy Fraction of cluster energy in the most energetic cell fmax
Normalized lateral moment w2 is the second moment of ri setting ri = 0 for the two most energetic cells, while wmax is the
second moment of ri setting ri = 4 cm for the two most energetic cells and ri = 0 for the others
w2
w2+wmax
Normalized longitudinal
moment
l2 is the second moment of λi setting λi = 0 for the two most energetic cells, while lmax is the
second moment of λi setting λi = 10 cm for the two most energetic cells and λi = 0 for the others
l2
l2+lmax
Fig. 2 (Left) ET distribution of electron candidates passing the tight
identification cuts for events selected by single electron triggers with
varying ET thresholds. Data with ET < 20 GeV correspond to lower
integrated luminosity values and were rescaled to the full luminosity.
(Right) Reconstructed dielectron mass distribution of electron candi-
date pairs passing the tight identification cuts for events selected by low
ET threshold dielectron triggers. The number of events is normalised
by the bin width. Errors are statistical only
Electron identification in the forward 2.5 < |η| < 4.9
region, where no tracking detectors are installed, is based
solely on cluster moments1 and shower shapes [14]. These
provide efficient discrimination against hadrons due to
the good transverse and longitudinal segmentation of the
calorimeters, though it is not possible to distinguish between
electrons and photons. Two reference sets of cuts are de-
fined, forward loose and forward tight selections. Table 2
lists the identification variables.
1The cluster moment of degree n for a variable x is defined as:
〈
xn
〉 =
∑
i Ei x
n
i∑
i Ei
, (1)
where i runs over all cells of the cluster.
4.5 Inclusive single and dielectron spectra
To illustrate the electron identification performance, the left
of Fig. 2 shows the ET distribution of all electron candidates
passing the tight identification cuts and having |η| < 2.47
excluding the transition region, 1.37 < |η| < 1.52. The data
sample was collected by single electron triggers with vary-
ing thresholds. The Jacobian peak at ET ≈ 40 GeV from
W and Z decays is clearly visible above the sum of con-
tributions from semi-leptonic decays of beauty and charm
hadrons, electrons from photon conversions and hadrons
faking electrons.
The measurement of known particles decaying into di-
electron final states is an important ingredient in order to
calibrate and measure the performance of the detector. The
dielectron mass spectrum is plotted on the right of Fig. 2
using a selection of unprescaled, low ET threshold dielec-
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Fig. 3 Track–cluster matching variables of electron candidates from
W and Z decays for reconstruction with nominal geometry and after
the 2010 alignment corrections have been applied: (left) 
η distribu-
tions for −2.47 < η < −1.52 and (middle) −1.37 < η < 0; (right) 
φ
distributions for −1.37 < η < 0. The MC prediction with perfect align-
ment is also shown
tron triggers. Both electrons are required to pass the tight
selection, to be of opposite sign, and to have ET > 5 GeV
and |η| < 2.47. The J/ψ , Υ and Z peaks are clearly visi-
ble, and evidence for the ψ (2S) meson is also apparent. The
shoulder in the region of mee ≈ 15 GeV is caused by the
kinematic selection.
4.6 Inter-alignment of the inner detector and
the electromagnetic calorimeter
A global survey of the positions of the LAr cryostats and
of the calorimeters inside them was performed with an ac-
curacy of about 1–2 mm during their integration and instal-
lation in the ATLAS cavern.2 Since the intrinsic accuracy
of the EM calorimeter shower position measurement is ex-
pected to be about 200 µm for high energy electrons [1],
accurate measurements of the in-situ positions of the EM
calorimeters are prerequisites to precise matching of the ex-
trapolated tracks and the shower barycentres.
For most ATLAS analyses using track–cluster matching
cuts (as described in Table 1), or photon pointing, a preci-
sion of the order of 1 mm is sufficient. A precision as good as
100 µm is very valuable to improve bremsstrahlung recovery
for precision measurements, such as the W mass measure-
ment.
The relative positions of the four independent parts of
the EM calorimeter (two half-barrels and two endcaps) were
measured with respect to the inner detector position, assum-
ing that the ID itself is already well-aligned. About 300000
electron candidates with pT > 10 GeV, passing the medium
identification cuts, were used.
The comparison of the cluster position and the extrapo-
lated impact point of the electron track on the calorimeter
2Measurements were performed when warm and predictions are used
to estimate the calorimeter positions inside the cryostats when cold.
provides a determination of the calorimeter translations and
tilts with respect to their nominal positions. A correction for
the sagging of the calorimeter absorbers (affecting the az-
imuthal measurement of the cluster) has been included for
the barrel calorimeter with an amplitude of 1 mm. The de-
rived alignment constants are then used to correct the elec-
tron cluster positions.
To illustrate the improvements brought by this first align-
ment procedure, the 
η track–cluster matching variable
used in electron reconstruction and identification is shown in
Fig. 3. Here, a sample of electron candidates collected at the
end of the 2010 data taking period with pT > 20 GeV, pass-
ing the medium identification cuts and requirements similar
to the ones described in Sect. 5.1.1 to select W and Z can-
didates, is used. The two-peak structure for −2.47 < η <
−1.52 visible on the left is due to the transverse displace-
ment of the endcap by about 5 mm which is then corrected
by the alignment procedure. On the right of Fig. 3, 
φ for
the barrel −1.37 < η < 0 is also shown. After including cor-
rections for sagging, a similar precision is reached in φ in the
endcaps, as well. After the inter-alignment, the tight track–
cluster matching cuts (|
η| < 0.005 and |
φ| < 0.02) can
be applied with high efficiency.
These inter-alignment corrections are applied for all
datasets used in the following sections.
5 Electron energy scale and resolution
5.1 Electron energy-scale determination
The electromagnetic calorimeter energy scale was derived
from test-beam measurements. The total uncertainty is 3%
in the central region covering |η| < 2.47, and it is 5% in the
forward region covering 2.5 < |η| < 4.9. The dominant un-
certainty, introduced by the transfer of the test-beam results
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to the ATLAS environment, comes from the LAr absolute
temperature normalization in the test beam cryostat.
Even with the limited statistics of Z → ee and J/ψ → ee
decays available in the 2010 dataset, the well known masses
of the Z and J/ψ particles can be used to improve con-
siderably the knowledge of the electron energy scale and to
establish the linearity of the response of the EM calorime-
ter. An alternative strategy to determine the electron energy
scale is to study the ratio of the energy E measured by the
EM calorimeter and the momentum p measured by the in-
ner detector, E/p. This technique gives access to the larger
statistics of W → eν events but depends on the knowledge
of the momentum scale and therefore the alignment of the
inner detector.
The strategy to calibrate the EM calorimeter is described
in [2, 18]. It was validated using test-beam data [19–21]. The
energy calibration is divided into three steps:
1. The raw signal extracted from each cell in ADC counts
is converted into a deposited energy using the electronic
calibration of the EM calorimeter [18, 22, 23].
2. MC-based calibration [2] corrections are applied at the
cluster level for energy loss due to absorption in the pas-
sive material and leakage outside the cluster as discussed
in Sect. 4.2. For the central region, |η| < 2.47, additional
fine corrections depending on the η and φ coordinates of
the electron are made to compensate for the energy mod-
ulation as a function of the impact point.
3. The in-situ calibration using Z → ee decays determines
the energy scale and intercalibrates, as described in
Sect. 5.1.1, the different regions of the calorimeters cov-
ering |η| < 4.9.
For calibrated electrons with transverse energy larger
than 20 GeV, the ratio between the reconstructed and the
true electron energy is expected to be within 1% of unity for
almost all pseudorapidity regions. The energy resolution is
better than 2% for ET > 25 GeV in the most central region,
|η| < 0.6, and only exceeds 3% close to the transition region
of the barrel and endcap calorimeters where the amount of
passive material in front of the calorimeter is the largest.
This section describes the in-situ measurement of the
electron energy scale and the determination of the energy
resolution. The in-situ calibration is performed using Z →
ee decays both for central and forward electrons. The linear-
ity of response versus energy is cross-checked in the central
region using J/ψ → ee and W → eν decays, but only with
limited accuracy. Due to the modest Z → ee statistics in
the 2010 data sample, the intercalibration is performed only
among the calorimeter sectors in η. The non-uniformities
versus φ are much smaller, as expected. They are shown in
Sect. 5.1.5.
5.1.1 Event selection
High-ET electrons from Z and W decays are collected using
EM triggers requiring a transverse energy above about 15–
17 GeV in the early data taking periods and a high-level
trigger also requiring medium electron identification criteria
in later periods. Low-ET electrons from J/ψ are selected by
a mixture of low ET threshold EM triggers depending on the
data taking period. All events must have at least one primary
vertex formed by at least 3 tracks.
Electrons are required to be within |η| < 2.47 exclud-
ing the transition region of 1.37 < |η| < 1.52 for central,
and within 2.5 < |η| < 4.9 for forward candidates. Electrons
from W and Z (resp. J/ψ) decays must have ET > 20 GeV
(resp. ET > 5 GeV).
For central–central Z selection, the medium identifica-
tion cut is applied for both electrons, and for the central–
forward Z selection, a central tight and a forward loose elec-
tron are required. To suppress the larger background tight–
tight pairs are selected for the J/ψ analysis. For Z and J/ψ
selections in the central region, only oppositely charged
electrons are considered (no charge information is available
in the forward region). The dielectron invariant mass should
be in the range 80–100 GeV for Z → ee and 2.5–3.5 GeV
for J/ψ → ee candidates.
For the W selection, a tight electron is required with
additional cuts applied on jet cleaning [24], missing trans-
verse momentum EmissT > 25 GeV and transverse mass3
mT > 40 GeV. Z → ee events are suppressed by rejecting
events containing a second medium electron.
In total, about 10000 central–central Z and 3100 central–
forward Z candidates are selected in the reconstructed di-
electron mass range mee = 80–100 GeV. The number of
J/ψ candidates is about 8500 in the mass range mee =
2.5–3.5 GeV. The largest statistics, about 123000 candi-
dates, comes from W decays.
The amount of background contamination is estimated
from data to be about 1% for the central–central electron
pairs and 14% for the central–forward electron pairs for the
Z → ee selection. It is significantly higher, 23%, for the
J/ψ → ee selection. It amounts to 7% for the W → eν se-
lection.
3The transverse mass is defined as
mT =
√
2EeTE
miss
T
(
1 − cos(φe − φmiss)),
where EeT is the electron transverse energy, E
miss
T is the missing trans-
verse momentum, φe is the electron direction and φmiss is the direction
of EmissT in φ.
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Fig. 4 The energy-scale correction factor α as a function of the pseu-
dorapidity of the electron cluster derived from fits (left) to Z → ee data
and (right) to J/ψ → ee data. The uncertainties of the Z → ee mea-
surement are statistical only. The J/ψ → ee measurement was made
after the Z → ee calibration had been applied. Its results are given
with statistical (inner error bars) and total (outer error bars) uncertain-
ties. The boundaries of the different detector parts defined in Sect. 2
are indicated by dotted lines
5.1.2 Energy-scale determination using dielectron decays
of Z and J/ψ particles
Any residual miscalibration for a given region i is parame-
trised by
Emeas = Etrue(1 + αi), (2)
where Etrue is the true electron energy, Emeas is the energy
measured by the calorimeter after MC-based energy-scale
correction, and αi measures the residual miscalibration. The
α energy-scale correction factors are determined by a fit
minimizing the negative unbinned log-likelihood [2]:
− lnLtot =
∑
i,j
Neventsij∑
k=1
− lnLij
(
mk
1 + αi+αj2
)
, (3)
where the indices i, j denote the regions considered for the
calibration with one of the electrons from the Z → ee de-
cay being in region i and the other in region j , Neventsij is
the total number of selected Z → ee decays with electrons
in regions i and j , mk is the measured dielectron mass in a
given decay, and Lij (m) is the probability density function
(pdf) quantifying the compatibility of an event with the Z
lineshape. This pdf template is obtained from PYTHIA MC
simulation and smoothed to get a continuous distribution.
Since the experimental distribution of the dielectron invari-
ant mass depends strongly on the cluster η of the two elec-
trons, mainly due to the material in front of the calorimeter,
the pdf is produced separately for different bins in |η| of the
two electron clusters.
The procedure described above was applied to the full
2010 dataset in 58 η bins over the full calorimeter cover-
age of |η| < 4.9 and is considered as the baseline calibra-
tion method. The resulting α values are shown on the left of
Fig. 4. They are within ±2% in the barrel region and within
±5% in the forward regions. The rapid variations with η oc-
cur at the transitions between the different EM calorimeter
systems as indicated in Fig. 4. The variations within a given
calorimeter system are due to several effects related to elec-
tronic calibration, high-voltage corrections (in particular in
the endcaps4), additional material in front of the calorimeter,
differences in the calorimeter and presampler energy scales,
and differences in lateral leakage between data and MC.
The same procedure was applied using J/ψ → ee events
to determine the electron energy scale. The resulting α val-
ues are in good agreement with the Z → ee measurement
and the observed small differences are used in the following
to estimate the uncertainty specific to low-ET electrons.
5.1.3 Systematic uncertainties
The different sources of systematic uncertainties affecting
the electron energy-scale measurement are summarized in
Table 3 and discussed below:
– Additional material The imperfect knowledge of the ma-
terial in front of the EM calorimeter affects the electron
energy measurement since the deposited energy in any
additional material is neither measured, nor accounted for
in the MC-based energy calibration. Nonetheless, if addi-
tional material were present in data, the α correction fac-
tors extracted from Z → ee events would restore the elec-
tron energy scale on average. However, electrons from Z
4The form of the accordion in the endcap varies as a function of the
radius. This implies a variation in the size of the LAr gap. Even though
the HV is varied as a function of the radius to compensate this, the
compensation is not perfect and residual effects are present.
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Table 3 Systematic
uncertainties (in %) on the
electron energy scale in
different detector regions
Barrel Endcap Forward
Additional material ET- and η-dependent, from −2% to +1.2%
Low-ET region ET-dependent, from 1% at 10 GeV to 0% at 20 GeV
Presampler energy scale ET- and η-dependent, 0–1.4%
Strip layer energy scale 0.1 0.1 0.1
Electronic non-linearity 0.1 0.1 0.1
Object quality requirements <0.1 <0.1 0.6–0.8
Background and fit range 0.1 0.3 1.2
Pile-up 0.1 0.1 0.1
Bias of method 0.1 0.1–0.5 0.8–1.0
decays have an ET spectrum with a mean value around
40 GeV. For other values of ET, a residual uncertainty
arises due to the extrapolation of the calibration correc-
tions, as passive material affects lower-energy electrons
more severely. This effect is estimated in two steps. First
the calibration procedure is applied on a Z → ee MC
sample produced, as explained in Sect. 3, with a dedi-
cated geometry model with additional material in front of
the calorimeters using the nominal MC sample to provide
the reference Z lineshape, as performed on data. Then
the non-linearity is measured using MC truth information
by comparing the most probable value of the Ereco/Etruth
distributions between the nominal MC and the one with
additional material in bins of electron ET. The systematic
uncertainty varies from −2% to +1.2%. As expected and
by construction, it vanishes for ET ∼ 40 GeV correspond-
ing to the average electron ET in the Z → ee sample. This
dominant uncertainty is therefore parametrised as a func-
tion of ET for the different η regions.
– Low-ET electrons The energy-scale calibration results ob-
tained for J/ψ → ee and Z → ee decays can be com-
pared. As shown on the right of Fig. 4, the α correction
factors extracted using J/ψ → ee decays after applying
the baseline calibration using Z → ee decays are within
1% of unity, despite the very different ET regimes of the
two processes (the mean electron ET in the J/ψ selection
is about 9 GeV). This demonstrates the good linearity of
the EM calorimeter and also that the amount of material
before the calorimeter is modelled with reasonable accu-
racy. Nonetheless, a 1% additional uncertainty is added
for electrons with ET = 10 GeV, decreasing linearly to
0% for ET = 20 GeV.
Note, that the systematic uncertainties affecting the
J/ψ → ee calibration are evaluated in the same man-
ner as described here for the Z → ee analysis and are
shown in Fig. 4. The dominant uncertainty comes from
the imperfect knowledge of the material in front of the
calorimeter and varies between 0.2% in the central barrel
and 1% close to the transition region between the barrel
and endcap calorimeters.
– Presampler detector energy scale The sensitivity of the
calibration to the measured presampler energy is signifi-
cant because it is used to correct for energy lost upstream
of the active EM calorimeter. Since the in-situ calibra-
tion only fixes one overall scale, it cannot correct for any
difference between the presampler detector and the EM
calorimeter energy scales. By comparing the energy de-
posited in the presampler by electrons from W → eν de-
cays between data and MC simulation, one can extract
an upper limit5 on the presampler detector energy-scale
uncertainty: it is about 5% in the barrel and 10% in the
endcap regions up to |η| = 1.8. The impact on the elec-
tron energy scale due to the uncertainty on the presampler
energy scale depends on η via the distribution of material
in front of the calorimeter and on ET, since the fraction of
energy deposited in the presampler decreases as the elec-
tron energy increases. For very high-ET electrons, this
uncertainty should decrease asymptotically to zero. As
for the material uncertainty, the α coefficients extracted
from Z → ee data correct the electron energy scale on
average for any bias on the presampler energy scale (giv-
ing by construction no bias at ET ∼ 40 GeV) but will not
improve the response linearity in energy. The largest un-
certainty is 1.4%, found for the region 1.52 < |η| < 1.8
and for ET = 1 TeV (due to the large extrapolation from
ET = 40 GeV to this energy).
– Calorimeter electronic calibration and cross-talk Cells
belonging to different sampling layers in the EM calori-
meters may have slightly different energy scales due to
cross-talk and uncertainties arising from an imperfect
electronic calibration. The uncertainties on the energy
scale relative to the middle layer for cells in the strip and
back layers of the calorimeter are estimated to be 1% and
2%, respectively [25, 26]. Using the same method as dis-
cussed above for the presampler detector energy scale, the
uncertainty on the strip layer energy scale is found to be
5As this limit is extracted from data–MC comparisons, it will include
contributions from the uncertainty on the material and therefore lead to
some double-counting of this material uncertainty.
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Fig. 5 Total systematic uncertainty on the electron energy scale (left)
for the region |η| < 0.6 which has the smallest uncertainty and (right)
for 1.52 < |η| < 1.8 which has the largest uncertainty within the cen-
tral region. The uncertainty is also shown without the contribution due
to the amount of additional material in front of the EM calorimeters
0.1% for all η and ET, while it is negligible on the back
layer energy scale (as the energy deposited there is small).
– Non-linearities in the readout electronics The read-
out electronics provide a linear response to typically
0.1% [27]. This is taken as a systematic uncertainty on
the extrapolation of the electron energy scale extracted
from Z → ee events to higher energies.
– Requirements on calorimeter operating conditions To
check the possible bias due to these requirements, a tighter
veto was applied on electrons falling close to dead regions
and electrons in regions with non-nominal high voltage
were excluded. No significant effect is observed for the
barrel and endcap calorimeters, while differences of 0.6–
0.8% are seen in the forward region.
– Background and fit range The effect of the background,
predominantly from jets, on the extracted α values was
studied by tightening the electron selection thereby de-
creasing the amount of background significantly. In addi-
tion, the fit range was also changed from 80–100 GeV to
75–105 GeV and 85–95 GeV. The resulting uncertainty
due to the electron selection is +0.1% in the barrel region
and reaches +1% in the forward region, while due to the
fit range it is 0.1% in the barrel region and grows to 0.6%
in the forward region. These uncertainties are treated as
uncorrelated.
– Pile-up The effect of pile-up is studied by determining the
α coefficients as a function of the number of reconstructed
primary vertices (from 1 to 4). The average 〈α〉 increases
very slightly with the number of primary vertices and a
systematic uncertainty of 0.1% is assigned.
– Possible bias of the method The bias of the method is as-
sessed by repeating the fit procedure on simulated data,
resulting in a systematic uncertainty of 0.1% (0.2%) in the
central (forward) region. Moreover, the results of alterna-
tive fit methods were compared on data and agree within
0.1–0.5% (0.8–1.0%). This is added as an additional un-
certainty due to possible biases of the method.
– Theoretical inputs In the extraction of the α coefficients
from the data, the MC simulation, which uses a certain
model of the Z lineshape, serves as a reference. Un-
certainties related to the imperfect physics modelling of
QED final state radiation, of the parton density functions
in the proton, and of the underlying event are found to be
negligible.
To summarize, the overall systematic uncertainty on the
electron energy scale is a function of ET and η. It is il-
lustrated in Fig. 5 for two η-regions. For central electrons
with |η| < 2.47, the uncertainty varies from 0.3% to 1.6%.
The systematic uncertainties are smallest for ET = 40 GeV,
typically below 0.4%. Below ET = 20 GeV, the uncer-
tainty grows linearly with decreasing ET and slightly ex-
ceeds 1% at ET = 10 GeV. For forward electrons with
2.5 < |η| < 4.9, the uncertainties are larger and vary be-
tween 2% and 3%.
5.1.4 Energy-scale determination using E/p
measurements
A complementary in-situ calibration method compares the
energy E measured by the electromagnetic calorimeter to
the momentum p measured by the inner detector. It allows
to take advantage of the larger statistics of W → eν de-
cays.
The ratio E/p is shown on the left of Fig. 6 for electrons
selected in the barrel EM calorimeter in W → eν events.
E/p is close to unity, with a significant tail at large val-
ues due to Bremsstrahlung occurring in the inner detector.
The core of the distribution can be described by a Gaussian
whose width corresponds to the measurement error due to
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Fig. 6 (Left) E/p distributions of electrons and positrons from W →
eν decays for 0 < η < 1.37 in data (full circles with statistical error
bars) and W → eν MC (filled histogram). The result of the fit with
a Crystal Ball function to the data is also shown (full line). The most
probable value (Ê/p) and the Gaussian width (σ ) of the fitted Crystal
Ball function are given both for the data and the signal MC. (Right) The
αE/p energy-scale correction factors derived from fits to E/p distribu-
tions of W → eν electron and positron data, after the baseline cali-
bration had been applied. The inner error bars show the statistical un-
certainty, while the outer error bars indicate the total uncertainty. The
boundaries of the different detector parts defined in Sect. 2 are indi-
cated by dotted lines
Fig. 7 The α energy-scale correction factor as a function of the electron track φ for (left) |η| < 0.6 and (right) 1.52 < |η| < 1.8 determined by the
baseline calibration using Z → ee decays (circles) and by the E/p method using W → eν decays (triangles). Errors are statistical only
both the EM cluster energy and the track curvature resolu-
tions.
The unbinned E/p distributions are fitted by a Crystal
Ball function [28, 29] and the most probable value, Ê/p,
is extracted. The fit range, 0.9 < E/p < 2.2, was chosen to
be fully contained within the ET- and η-dependent lower
(0.7–0.8) and upper (2.5–5.0) cuts applied in the tight elec-
tron selection. The correction factors αE/p are then derived
by
Ê/pdata = Ê/pMC(1 + αE/p). (4)
On the right of Fig. 6 the η dependence of the αE/p coeffi-
cients measured using electrons and positrons from W → eν
decays are shown after the baseline calibration had been ap-
plied. As expected, αE/p ≈ 0 within about 1%. The fluc-
tuations are larger in the endcaps, where the statistics are
poorer.
The dominant systematic uncertainties on the measured
αE/p values arise from the fit procedure, (0.1–0.9)%, the
description of the material in front of the EM calorimeter,
(0.3–0.9)%, the background contamination in the selected
electron sample, (0.2–1)%, and the track momentum mea-
surement in the inner detector, (0.6–1.5)%. The total uncer-
tainty increases with η and amounts to about 1% in the barrel
and 2% in the endcaps.
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Fig. 8 The α energy-scale correction factor as a function of the elec-
tron energy for (left) |η| < 0.6 and (right) 1.52 < |η| < 1.8 determined
by the baseline calibration method using Z → ee (circles) and J/ψ →
ee (square) decays and by the E/p method described in Sect. 5.1.4
using W → eν decays (triangles). For the Z → ee data points, the in-
ner error bar represents the statistical uncertainty and the outer gives
the combined error when bin migration effects are also included. The
error on the J/ψ → ee measurements are statistical only. The band
represents the systematic errors on the energy scale for the baseline
calibration method as discussed in Table 3. For the E/p method, the
inner error bar represents the statistical and the outer the total uncer-
tainty
The determination of the electron energy scale using
the E/p distributions measured in W → eν decays agrees,
within its larger systematic uncertainties, with the baseline
method using the invariant mass distribution in Z → ee
events, as shown on the right of Fig. 6.
5.1.5 Energy response uniformity and linearity
The azimuthal uniformity of the calorimeter response is
studied using both the dielectron invariant mass distributions
of Z → ee events and the E/p distributions of W → eν
events, after applying the η-dependent baseline calibration.
The results are shown in Fig. 7 for two η regions. They
demonstrate a φ non-uniformity of less than about 1%.
The linearity of the calorimeter response is studied, after
applying the η-dependent baseline calibration, by determin-
ing the α coefficients in bins of electron energy. The Z → ee
results are complemented at low energy by a J/ψ → ee cal-
ibration point as shown in Fig. 8 for two regions: on the
left the region |η| < 0.8 which has the smallest uncertain-
ties, and on the right the region 1.52 < |η| < 1.8 which is
affected by the largest material uncertainties. Compared to
ET independent calibration, calibration factors obtained as
a function of ET are more sensitive to the description of the
energy resolution. This effect was estimated by varying the
energy resolution in MC simulation within its uncertainty
and was found to be about 0.1% in the central region and up
to 0.8% in the forward region. All measurements are found
to be within the uncertainty bands assigned to the electron
energy scale. For the central region, the results are cross-
checked with the E/p method using W → eν events, av-
Fig. 9 Reconstructed dielectron mass distribution for J/ψ → ee de-
cays, as measured after applying the baseline Z → ee calibration. The
data (full circles with statistical error bars) are compared to the sum
of the MC signal (light filled histogram) and the background contribu-
tion (darker filled histogram) modelled by a Chebyshev polynomial.
The mean (μ) and the Gaussian width (σ ) of the fitted Crystal Ball
function are given both for data and MC
eraged over the electron charge. Within the larger system-
atic uncertainties of the W → eν measurement, the linearity
measurements agree well with the Z → ee data.
5.2 Electron energy resolution
The fractional energy resolution in the calorimeter is param-
etrised as
σE
E
= a√
E
⊕ b
E
⊕ c. (5)
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Fig. 10 Reconstructed dielectron mass distributions for Z → ee de-
cays for different pseudorapidity regions after applying the baseline
Z → ee calibration. The transition region 1.37 < |η| < 1.52 is ex-
cluded. The data (full circles with statistical error bars) are compared
to the signal MC expectation (filled histogram). The fits of a Breit-
Wigner convolved with a Crystal Ball function are shown (full lines).
The Gaussian width (σ ) of the Crystal Ball function is given both for
data and MC simulation
Here a, b and c are η-dependent parameters: a is the sam-
pling term, b is the noise term and c is the constant term.
Great care was taken during the construction of the
calorimeter to minimise all sources of energy response non-
uniformity, since any non-uniformity has a direct impact on
the constant term of the energy resolution. The construc-
tion tolerances and the electronic calibration system ensure
that the calorimeter response is locally uniform, with a lo-
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cal constant term below 0.5% [20] over regions of typical
size 
η×
φ = 0.2× 0.4. These regions are expected to be
intercalibrated in situ to 0.5% achieving a global constant
term6 around 0.7% for the EM calorimeter, which is well
within the requirement driven by physics needs, for exam-
ple the H → γ γ sensitivity [18].
To extract the energy resolution function from data, more
statistics are needed than available in the 2010 data sample.
Therefore, only the constant term is determined here from a
simultaneous analysis of the measured and predicted dielec-
tron invariant mass resolution from Z → ee decays, taking
the sampling and noise terms from MC simulation.
As shown in Fig. 9, the measured dielectron mass dis-
tribution of electrons coming from J/ψ → ee decays is in
good agreement with the MC prediction (both for the mean
and the width). Since the electron energy resolution at these
low energies is dominated by the contribution from the sam-
pling term, it is assumed that the term a is well described,
within a 10% uncertainty, as a function of η by the MC sim-
ulation. The noise term has a significant contribution only
at low energies. Moreover, its effect on the measurement of
the constant term cancels out to first order, since the noise
description in the MC simulation is derived from calibration
data runs. The above assumptions lead to the formula:
cdata =
√
2 ·
((
σ
mZ
)2
data
−
(
σ
mZ
)2
MC
)
,+c2MC, (6)
where cMC is the constant term of about 0.5% in the MC
simulation. The parameter cdata is an effective constant term
which includes both the calorimeter constant term and the
effect of inhomogeneities due to possible additional mate-
rial. mZ denotes the Z mass [30], and σ is the Gaussian
component of the experimental resolution.
The resolutions are derived from fits to the invariant
mass distributions using a Breit-Wigner convolved with a
Crystal Ball function in the mass range 80–100 GeV for
central-central events and in the mass range 75–105 GeV
for central-forward events. The Breit-Wigner width is fixed
to the measured Z width [30], and the experimental reso-
lution is described by the Crystal Ball function. Figure 10
shows the invariant mass distributions of the selected Z →
ee decays: the measured Gaussian components of the ex-
perimental resolution are always slightly worse than those
predicted by MC, with the smallest deviation observed for
barrel–barrel events (top left) and the largest one for central–
EMEC-IW events (bottom left).
In central–forward events the two electrons belong to dif-
ferent detector regions. Therefore, when extracting the con-
stant term in the forward region, a smearing is applied to the
6The long-range constant term is the residual miscalibration between
the different calorimeter regions, and the global constant term is the
quadratic sum of the local and long-range constant terms.
Table 4 Measured effective constant term cdata (see (6)) from the ob-
served width of the Z → ee peak for different calorimeter η regions
Sub-system η-range Effective constant term, cdata
EMB |η| < 1.37 1.2% ± 0.1% (stat) + 0.5%− 0.6% (syst)
EMEC-OW 1.52 < |η| < 2.47 1.8% ± 0.4% (stat) ± 0.4% (syst)
EMEC-IW 2.5 < |η| < 3.2 3.3% ± 0.2% (stat) ± 1.1% (syst)
FCal 3.2 < |η| < 4.9 2.5% ± 0.4% (stat) + 1.0%− 1.5% (syst)
central electrons using the results of the barrel–barrel and
endcap–endcap measurements.
The results obtained for the effective constant term are
shown in Table 4. Several sources of systematic uncertain-
ties are investigated. The dominant uncertainty is due to the
uncertainty on the sampling term, as the constant term was
extracted assuming that the sampling term is correctly re-
produced by the simulation. To assign a systematic uncer-
tainty due to this assumption, the simulation was modified
by increasing the sampling term by 10%. The difference in
the measured constant term is found to be about 0.4% for the
EM calorimeter and 1% for the forward calorimeter. The un-
certainty due to the fit procedure was estimated by varying
the fit range. The uncertainty due to pile-up was investigated
by comparing simulated MC samples with and without pile-
up and was found to be negligible.
6 Efficiency measurements
In this section, the measurements of electron selection effi-
ciencies are presented using the tag-and-probe method [31,
32]. Z → ee events provide a clean environment to study
all components of the electron selection efficiency discussed
in this paper. In certain cases, such as identification or trig-
ger efficiency measurements, the statistical power of the re-
sults is improved using W → eν decays, as well. To ex-
tend the reach towards lower transverse energies, J/ψ → ee
decays are also used to measure the electron identification
efficiency. However the available statistics of J/ψ → ee
events after the trigger requirements in the 2010 data sam-
ple are limited and do not allow a precise separation of the
isolated signal component from b-hadron decays and from
background processes.
6.1 Methodology
A measured electron spectrum needs to be corrected for ef-
ficiencies related to the electron selection in order to derive
cross-sections of observed physics processes or limits on
new physics. This correction factor is defined as the product
of different efficiency terms. For the case of a single electron
in the final state one can write:
C = event · αreco · ID · trig · isol. (7)
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Here event denotes the efficiency of the event preselection
cuts, such as primary vertex requirements and event clean-
ing. αreco accounts for the basic reconstruction efficiency to
find an electromagnetic cluster and to match it loosely to a
reconstructed charged particle track in the fiducial region of
the detector and also for any kinematic and geometrical cuts
on the reconstructed object itself. ID denotes the efficiency
of the identification cuts relative to reconstructed electron
objects. trig stands for the trigger efficiency with respect to
all reconstructed and identified electron candidates. isol is
the efficiency of any isolation requirement, if applied, limit-
ing the presence of other particles (tracks, energy deposits)
close to the identified electron candidate.
In this paper, three of the above terms are studied: the
dominant term of αreco that accounts for the efficiency to
loosely match a reconstructed track fulfilling basic qual-
ity criteria to a reconstructed cluster, the identification effi-
ciency ID, and the trigger efficiency trig for the most impor-
tant single electron triggers used in physics analyses based
on 2010 data.
Note that the above decomposition is particularly use-
ful as it allows the use of data-driven measurements of the
above independent efficiency terms, such as the ones pre-
sented in this paper using the tag-and-probe (T&P) tech-
nique, in physics analyses, and therefore limits the reliance
on MC simulation. This is usually done by correcting the
MC predicted values of the above efficiency terms for a
given physics process in bins (of typically ET and η) by the
measured ratios of the data to MC efficiencies in the T&P
sample in the same bins. The range of validity of this method
depends on the kinematic parameters of the electrons used in
the physics analysis itself and on more implicit observables
such as the amount of jet activity in the events considered in
the analysis with respect to that observed in the T&P sam-
ple.
The T&P method aims to select a clean and unbiased
sample of electrons, called probe electrons, using selection
cuts, called tag requirements, primarily on other objects in
the event. The efficiency of any selection cut can then be
measured by applying it to the sample of probe electrons. In
the following, a well-identified electron is used as the tag in
the Z → ee and J/ψ → ee measurements and high miss-
ing transverse momentum is used in the W → eν measure-
ments.
For most efficiency measurements presented here, the
contamination of the probe sample by background (for ex-
ample hadrons faking electrons, or electrons from heavy
flavour decays, or electrons from photon conversions) re-
quires the use of some background estimation technique
(usually a side-band or a template fit method). The number
of electron candidates is then independently estimated both
at the probe level and at the level where the probe passes
the cut of interest. The efficiency is then equivalent to the
fraction of probe candidates passing the cut of interest.
Depending on the background subtraction method, dif-
ferent formulae for computing the statistical uncertainties
on the efficiency measurements have been used as discussed
in [33]. These formulae are approximate but generally con-
servative. When no background subtraction is necessary, the
simple binomial formula is replaced by a Bayesian evalua-
tion of the uncertainty.
The statistics available with the full 2010 dataset are not
sufficient to measure any of the critical efficiency compo-
nents as a function of two parameters, so the measurements
are performed separately in bins of η and ET of the probe.
The bins in η are adapted to the detector geometry, while
the ET-binning corresponds to the optimization bins of the
electron identification cuts.
6.2 Electron identification efficiency in the central region
The measurements of the efficiency of electron identifica-
tion with the predefined sets of requirements, called medium
and tight and described in Table 1, were performed on three
complementary samples of W → eν, Z → ee and J/ψ →
ee events. While the electrons from W → eν and Z → ee
decays are typically well-isolated, the J/ψ → ee signal is
a mix of isolated and non-isolated electrons. Both prompt
(pp → J/ψX) and non-prompt (b → J/ψX′) production
contribute, and in the latter case the electrons from the
J/ψ → ee decay are typically accompanied by other parti-
cles from the decay of the b-hadron. This, coupled with the
higher background levels in the low-ET region, makes the
J/ψ analysis more demanding. The measurements cover
the central region of the EM calorimeter within the track-
ing acceptance, |η| < 2.47, and the electron transverse en-
ergy range ET = 4–50 GeV. Electrons in the forward region,
2.5 < |η| < 4.9, are discussed in Sect. 6.3.
6.2.1 Probe selection
The three data samples were obtained using a variety of trig-
gers:
1. W → eν decays are collected using a set of EmissT trig-
gers. These triggers had an increasing EmissT threshold
from approximately 20 GeV initially at low luminosity to
40 GeV at the highest luminosities obtained in 2010. The
total number of unbiased electron probes in this sample
after background subtraction amounts to about 27500.
2. Z → ee decays are obtained using a set of single inclu-
sive electron triggers with an ET threshold of 15 GeV.
The total number of unbiased electron probes in this sam-
ple is about 14500 after background subtraction.
3. J/ψ → ee decays are selected using a set of low-
ET single electron triggers with thresholds between
5 and 10 GeV. Towards the end of 2010, these trig-
gers had to be heavily prescaled and a different trig-
ger was used, requiring an electromagnetic cluster with
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ET > 4 GeV in addition to the single electron trigger. The
total number of unbiased electron probes in this sample
amounts to about 6000 after background subtraction. As
already noted, they are a mix of isolated and non-isolated
electrons from prompt and non-prompt J/ψ decays, re-
spectively, with their fractions depending on the trans-
verse energy bin.
Only events passing data-quality criteria, in particular
concerning the inner detector and the calorimeters, are con-
sidered. At least one reconstructed primary vertex with at
least three tracks should be present in the event. Additional
cuts were applied to minimise the impact of beam back-
grounds and to remove electron candidates pointing to prob-
lematic regions of the calorimeter readout as discussed in
Sect. 4.3.
Unbiased samples of electron probes, with minimal back-
ground under the signal, were obtained by applying stringent
cuts to the trigger object in the event (a neutrino in the case
of W → eν decays and one of the two electrons in the case
of Z → ee and J/ψ → ee decays), which is thus the tag,
and by selecting the electron probe following very loose re-
quirements on the EM calorimeter cluster and the matching
track:
– In the case of W → eν decays, simple kinematic require-
ments were made: EmissT > 25 GeV and mT > 40 GeV.
For the fake electron background from multijet events,
there is usually a strong correlation in the transverse plane
between the azimuthal angle of the EmissT vector and that
of one of the highest ET reconstructed jets. Thus a large
rejection against fake electrons from hadrons or pho-
ton conversions can be obtained by requiring EmissT iso-
lation: the difference between the azimuthal angles of
the missing transverse momentum and any jet having
ET > 10 GeV was required to be 
φ > 2.5 for the base-
line analysis. This 
φ threshold was varied between 0.7
and 2.5 to assess the sensitivity of the measurements to
the level of background under the W → eν signal.
– In the case of Z → ee (resp. J/ψ → ee) decays, the tag
electron was required to have ET > 20 (resp. 5) GeV, to
match the corresponding trigger object, and to pass the
tight electron identification requirements. The identifica-
tion requirements were varied between the medium and
tight selections to evaluate the sensitivity of the measure-
ments to the level of background under the Z → ee and
J/ψ → ee signal. The probe electron was required to be
of opposite charge to the tag electron. In the J/ψ →
ee selection, to address the case of high-ET electrons
that would often produce close-by EM showers in the
calorimeter, the distance in 
R between the two electron
clusters was required to be larger than 0.1. All tag–probe
pairs passing the cuts were considered.
– The probe electron was required to have |η| < 2.47, and
ET > 15 GeV for W → eν, ET > 15 GeV for Z → ee,
and ET > 4 GeV for J/ψ → ee decays.
– To reject beam-halo muons producing high-energy
bremsstrahlung clusters in the EM calorimeter in the data
sample collected by EmissT triggers for the W → eν chan-
nel, certain track quality requirements have to be applied
on the electron probes: the electron tracks should have
at least one pixel hit and a total of at least seven silicon
(pixel plus SCT) hits. These cuts have been applied in all
three selections, W → eν, Z → ee and J/ψ → ee. Their
efficiency is measured separately using Z → ee events as
described in Sect. 6.4.
The same procedure is applied to the MC simulation,
with in addition a reweighting of the MC to reproduce the
pile-up observed in data as well as the proper mixture of the
various triggers. Figure 11 shows the transverse energy dis-
tributions of the probes for each of the three channels and,
for completeness since the W → eν channel relies on an
orthogonal trigger based on EmissT , the transverse mass dis-
tribution for the W → eν selected probes. In order to com-
pare these distributions to those expected from a signal MC,
tight identification cuts have been applied to the probes re-
sulting in very high purity in the case of the W → eν and
Z → ee channels. In the case of the J/ψ → ee channel
however, some background remains even at this stage, as
can be seen from the excess of probes in data compared
to MC at low ET. The small differences seen between data
and MC distributions in the W → eν measurement arise pri-
marily from the imperfections of the modelling of the EmissT -
triggers in simulation.
6.2.2 Background subtraction
The next step in the analysis is to use a discriminating vari-
able to estimate the signal and background contributions in
each ET or η bin. This variable should ideally be uncorre-
lated to the electron identification variables.
Dielectron mass for the Z → ee and J/ψ → ee channels
The reconstructed dielectron mass is the most efficient dis-
criminating variable to estimate the signal and background
contributions in the selected sample of electron probes from
Z → ee and J/ψ → ee decays. The signal integration
ranges, typically 80 < mee < 100 GeV for the Z → ee chan-
nel and 2.8 < mee < 3.2 GeV for the J/ψ → ee channel,
were chosen to balance the possible bias of the efficiency
measurement and the systematic uncertainty on the back-
ground subtraction.
In the Z → ee channel, which has more events and lower
background contamination, the efficiency measurements in
η-bins (for transverse energies 20 < ET < 50 GeV) were
performed with a simple same-sign background subtraction.
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Fig. 11 Transverse energy spectra, compared between data and MC,
for the selected electron probes passing tight identification cuts for the
(top left) Z → ee, (top right) J/ψ → ee, and (bottom left) W → eν
channels, together with (bottom right) the transverse mass distribution
for the W → eν channel. The data points are plotted as full circles with
statistical error bars, and the MC prediction, normalised to the number
of data entries, as a filled histogram
For both channels, the shape of the background under the
dielectron mass peak depends strongly on the ET-bin due
to kinematic threshold effects. Therefore for the measure-
ments in ET-bins (integrated over |η| < 2.47 and excluding
the overlap region 1.37 < |η| < 1.52), the background sub-
traction is performed as follows.
– In the Z → ee channel, a two-component fit with a signal
contribution plus a background contribution is performed
in each bin to the mee distribution over typical fit mass
ranges of 40 < mee < 160 GeV. The signal contribution is
modelled either by a Breit-Wigner distribution convolved
with a parametrisation of the low-mass tail, arising mostly
from material effects, by a Crystal Ball function, or by a
template obtained from Z → ee MC simulation. For the
background contribution a variety of fit functions were
considered. In the Z → ee measurement, an exponential
and a single-sided exponential convolved with a Gaussian
are used.
– In the case of the J/ψ → ee selection, where the back-
ground contamination is highest, the amount and shape
of the background vary significantly with the ET of the
probe, and depend strongly on the selection criteria ap-
plied to the probe. Therefore, the fit described above,
and applied typically over 1.8 < mee < 4 GeV, contains
a third component, which is based on the spectrum of
same-sign pairs in the data. Use of the same-sign sam-
ple has the advantage that it describes the shape of a large
fraction of the background (random combinations of fake
or real electrons), in particular in the signal region. The
remaining background is modelled on each side of the
signal region by an exponential, a Landau function or a
Chebyshev polynomial.
Examples of the fit results are shown in Fig. 12 for the Z →
ee and in Fig. 13 for the J/ψ → ee measurement.
Calorimeter isolation for the W → eν channel The W →
eν sample is selected with very stringent EmissT require-
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Fig. 12 The distributions of the dielectron invariant mass of Z → ee
candidate events, before applying electron identification cuts on the
probe electron, in the ET-range (left) 20–25 GeV and (right) 35–
40 GeV. The data distribution (full circles with statistical error bars)
is fitted with the sum (full line) of a signal component (dashed line)
modelled by a Breit-Wigner convolved with a Crystal Ball function
(BWCB) on the left or by a MC template on the right, and a back-
ground component (dotted line) chosen here as an exponential decay
function convolved with a Gaussian
Fig. 13 The distributions of the dielectron invariant mass of J/ψ →
ee candidate events, before applying electron identification cuts on the
probe electron, in the ET-range (left) 4–7 GeV and (right) 10–15 GeV.
The data distribution (full circles with statistical error bars) is fitted
with the sum (full line) of a signal component (dashed line) described
by a Crystal Ball function and two background components, one taken
from same-sign pairs in the data (dash-dotted line) and the remaining
background modelled by an exponential function (dotted line)
ments. There is only a limited choice of observables to
discriminate the isolated electron signal from the residual
background from jets. One suitable observable, which is
nevertheless slightly correlated with some of the electron
identification variables, is the energy isolation measured in
the calorimeter. This isolation variable, denoted hereafter
I
R=0.4, is computed over a cone of half-angle 
R = 0.4
as follows. The transverse energies of all EM and hadronic
calorimeter cells are summed except for those which are in
the 5 × 7 EM calorimeter cells in 
η × 
φ space around
the cluster barycentre. This sum is normalised to the trans-
verse energy of the EM cluster to yield I
R=0.4. For iso-
lated electrons, the I
R=0.4 distribution is expected to peak
at values close to zero, with a width determined by the
combination of electronic noise, shower leakage, underly-
ing event and pile-up contributions. For the background
from jets, a much wider distribution is expected reaching
values well beyond unity. The signal region is defined by
requiring that the calorimeter isolation be below a certain
threshold, typically 0.4. The residual background in the
signal region is estimated using template distributions de-
rived from data by requiring that the electron probes fail
certain electron identification cuts. The obtained templates
are normalized in the background region, above the cho-
sen isolation threshold, to the number of selected electron
probes.
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Fig. 14 The distributions of the calorimeter isolation variable, I
R=0.4
for the W → eν data sample for (left) 20 < ET < 25 GeV and (right)
35 < ET < 40 GeV. The full circles with statistical error bars corre-
spond to the probe electrons before applying any identification cuts.
The open squares show the corresponding background template, de-
rived from data, normalised to the probe electron data in the region
I
R=0.4 > 0.4. To illustrate the expected shape of the W → eν sig-
nal, the distributions obtained for electron probes passing the medium
identification cuts and normalised to the calculated W → eν signal are
shown by full histograms
Table 5 Numbers of signal and background probes and signal-over-background ratios (S/B), in different ET ranges, for the W → eν, Z → ee,
and J/ψ → ee channels. The errors are statistical only
W → eν Z → ee J/ψ → ee
ET [GeV] 15–20 20–25 35–40 20–25 40–45 4–7 15–20
Signal 455 ± 20 1040 ± 30 10090 ± 100 870 ± 40 3710 ± 60 3900 ± 90 155 ± 15
Background 60 ± 10 140 ± 20 35 ± 6 460 ± 20 160 ± 20 3330 ± 190 120 ± 20
S/B 7.3 ± 1.0 7.3 ± 1.1 290 ± 50 1.9 ± 0.1 24 ± 3 1.2 ± 0.1 1.3 ± 0.3
Figure 14 shows the I
R=0.4 distribution for the data
in two regions of phase space: a low-ET bin, 20 < ET <
25 GeV, where the background contribution is high, and the
ET bin, 35 < ET < 40 GeV, which has the largest fraction
of the signal statistics and a very high signal-to-background
ratio.
Samples obtained after background subtraction Once the
background subtraction procedure has been well defined,
the next step in the process of measuring the efficiencies
of the electron identification criteria (relative to electron re-
construction with additional track silicon hit requirements,
as described above) is to define the total numbers of signal
probes before and after applying the identification cuts, to-
gether with their statistical and systematic uncertainties. The
ratios of these two numbers in each ET-bin or η-bin are the
efficiencies measured in data.
Table 5 shows several examples of the numbers of signal
and background probes and of the corresponding signal-to-
background ratios (S/B) for the three channels and for se-
lected ET-bins. The S/B ratios were found to be fairly uni-
form as a function of η for a given channel and ET-bin. In
contrast, as expected, the S/B ratios improve considerably
for high-ET electrons from W → eν and Z → ee decay. The
S/B ratios for the W → eν channel are considerably higher
than for the Z → ee channel partly due to the higher W
cross-section and partly because of the more stringent kine-
matic cuts applied to the neutrino tag (high EmissT and EmissT
isolation) than to the electron tag in the Z → ee case. Such
stringent kinematic cuts were not applied to the Z → ee
channel because of limited statistics. At the much lower ET-
values covered by the J/ψ → ee channel, the S/B ratios
are of order unity before applying any electron identifica-
tion cuts and therefore the systematic uncertainties from the
background subtraction procedure will be larger than for the
W → eν and Z → ee channels, as shown in Sect. 6.2.3.
6.2.3 Systematic uncertainties
The dominant systematic uncertainties on the efficiency
measurements described above are linked to the background
subtraction from the probe samples, especially before ap-
plying the electron identification cuts. The background level
under the signal was varied substantially to verify the sta-
bility of the background subtraction procedure, mostly by
varying the cuts applied to the tag component of the event.
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Furthermore, the background subtraction method itself was
also varied. The following sources of systematic uncertain-
ties were considered:
– Background level The tag requirements (such as the elec-
tron identification level, medium or tight, for Z → ee
and J/ψ → ee, and the EmissT and electron isolation, for
W → eν and Z → ee, respectively), were varied to in-
duce variations of the background level under the signal.
– Discriminating variable used in the background estima-
tion Several analysis choices were varied to estimate
the uncertainty due to the discriminating variable chosen
(calorimeter isolation for W → eν and invariant mass for
Z → ee and J/ψ → ee): the size of the signal window;
the definition of the side-band region used for background
subtraction for the η-dependent efficiencies in the Z → ee
channel; the signal and background models (functions or
templates) used in the fits for the ET-dependent efficien-
cies in the Z → ee and J/ψ → ee channels; the defini-
tion of the isolation variable and the normalization region
for the background template distributions for the W → eν
channel.
– Possible bias related to the method of the background
subtraction The possible bias from the correlations be-
tween the discriminating variable and the efficiencies
themselves in the case of calorimeter isolation for the
W → eν channel was studied by changing the selection
used when producing the background isolation template
(trigger stream, selection cuts).
Also, wherever feasible the possible bias of the effi-
ciency extraction method (in particular the background
subtraction) was also studied by repeating the measure-
ments on simulated data and comparing the results to the
MC truth. Typically, these closure tests were performed
by mixing a high-statistics simulated signal sample and a
background contribution with the background shape taken
from a control region in data. The signal-to-background
ratios were estimated from data and varied within reason-
able limits. Any observed bias (defined as the difference
of the measured and the true MC value in the test) was
taken as an additional systematic uncertainty.
All combinations of the above variations were used to ex-
tract the efficiency, yielding about a hundred distinct mea-
surements for each channel and for each kinematic bin.
Given the complexity of the background subtraction proce-
dure and the variety of kinematic configurations studied, no
single preferred method for background subtraction could
be defined. The central value of the measured efficiency was
therefore defined as the mean of the distribution of all the
efficiency values obtained through these variations and the
systematic uncertainty was defined as the root mean square
of the distributions. The statistical error is the mean of the
statistical errors of all measurements corresponding to these
analysis configurations.
Other potential sources of uncertainty were also checked
but led to negligible contributions to the overall systematic
uncertainty on the measurements:
– the impact of the energy-scale corrections discussed in
Sect. 5.1 of this paper;
– the charge-dependence of the efficiencies in the W → eν
measurement;
– the time-dependence of the efficiencies in the W → eν
measurement;
– the size of the dead regions in the EM calorimeter;
– the amount of pile-up considered in the simulation.
When comparing the measured efficiencies with MC pre-
dictions, uncertainties related to the composition of the T&P
sample potentially also need to be considered. In the case of
the J/ψ → ee channel, the uncertainties on the fraction of
non-prompt J/ψ decays [34] in the probe sample, which de-
pend both on the kinematic bin and on the trigger conditions,
are important. The uncertainties linked to the trigger, recon-
struction and identification efficiencies of the non-prompt
contribution are included. The effect of the modelling of
the mixture of triggers used in the W → eν and J/ψ → ee
channels was also studied. It is negligible in the W → eν
case.
Table 6 illustrates the main components of the measure-
ment uncertainties on the efficiency of the tight electron
identification cuts for a few typical ET-bins and for each
channel. These uncertainties are somewhat larger than those
for the medium cuts. The total uncertainties are computed as
the quadratic sum of the statistical and the total systematic
uncertainties. In the Z → ee and J/ψ → ee measurements,
the total systematic uncertainty is obtained by adding lin-
early the closure test biases to the quadratic sum of all other
components.
6.2.4 Measured efficiencies
The efficiencies of the medium and tight electron identifica-
tion cuts as a function of ET and η are shown in Figs. 15, 16
and 17, respectively, for the W → eν, Z → ee and J/ψ →
ee channels. For the J/ψ → ee channel, only the mea-
surements in four bins of ET are presented due to the lim-
ited statistics, especially in the endcaps. For the W → eν
and Z → ee channels, the measured efficiencies are com-
pared directly to those expected from the MC simulations,
whereas, for the J/ψ → ee channel, the measured efficien-
cies are compared to a weighted average of the efficiencies
expected from prompt and non-prompt J/ψ production. As
the tight cuts rely on tracking information, their performance
is quite sensitive to interactions of electrons in the inner de-
tector material. Their efficiency versus η is expected to be
much less uniform than that of the medium cuts.
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Table 6 Relative uncertainties
(in %) on the measured
efficiencies of the tight electron
identification for W → eν,
Z → ee, and J/ψ → ee decays
for a few typical ET bins
(integrated over the full
η-range). For the J/ψ → ee
channel, the uncertainties
affecting the MC prediction for
the efficiency are also given
W → eν Z → ee J/ψ → ee
ET range (GeV) 15–20 20–25 35–40 20–25 40–45 4–7 15–20
Statistics 3.0 1.7 0.3 3.5 0.9 2.5 9.9
Background level 1.2 1.3 0.3 4.4 0.9 2.2 3.1
Discriminating variable 4.8 1.9 0.3 3.3 1.5 4.9 9.6
(nature, shape, range)
Possible bias of 3.7 0.6 0.1 1.7 1.8 3.6 3.1
background subtraction
Total 7.1 3.1 0.5 8.0 3.6 9.3 16.5
MC statistics 0.2 0.8
Non-prompt J/ψ 5.2 7.7
Trigger mixture 5.1 2.4
MC total 7.3 8.1
Fig. 15 Electron identification efficiencies measured from W → eν
events and predicted by MC for (left) medium and (right) tight iden-
tification as a function (top) of ET and integrated over |η| < 2.47
excluding the transition region 1.37 < |η| < 1.52 and (bottom) of η
and integrated over 20 < ET < 50 GeV. The results for the data are
shown with their statistical (inner error bars) and total (outer error
bars) uncertainties. The statistical error on the MC efficiencies plotted
as open squares is negligible. For clarity, the data and MC points are
slightly displaced horizontally in opposite directions
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Fig. 16 Electron identification efficiencies measured from Z → ee
events and predicted by MC for (left) medium and (right) tight iden-
tification as a function (top) of ET and integrated over |η| < 2.47
excluding the transition region 1.37 < |η| < 1.52 and (bottom) of η
and integrated over 20 < ET < 50 GeV. The results for the data are
shown with their statistical (inner error bars) and total (outer error
bars) uncertainties. The statistical error on the MC efficiencies plotted
as open squares is negligible. For clarity, the data and MC points are
slightly displaced horizontally in opposite directions
Fig. 17 Electron identification efficiencies measured from J/ψ → ee
events and predicted by MC for (left) medium and (right) tight identifi-
cation as a function of ET and integrated over |η| < 2.47 excluding the
transition region 1.37 < |η| < 1.52. The results for the data are shown
with their statistical (inner error bars) and total (outer error bars) uncer-
tainties. The MC predictions are a weighted average of the efficiencies
expected for prompt and non-prompt J/ψ production as explained in
the text. The total error on the MC efficiencies plotted as open squares
is also shown. For clarity, the data and MC points are slightly displaced
horizontally in opposite directions
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Fig. 18 Electron identification efficiencies measured separately for
positrons (full circles) and electrons (open circles) from W → eν
events (left) for medium identification as a function of ET and inte-
grated over |η| < 2.47 excluding the transition region 1.37 < |η| <
1.52 and (right) for tight identification as a function of η and inte-
grated over 20 < ET < 50 GeV. The results are shown with statistical
uncertainties only. For clarity, the electron and positron data points are
slightly displaced horizontally in opposite directions
The observed differences between data and MC are dis-
cussed in terms of differences in electron identification vari-
ables in Sect. 6.2.5, in particular for the calorimeter shower
shapes (used in the medium and tight selections) and for the
ratio of high-threshold transition radiation hits to all hits in
the TRT detector (used in the tight selection).
Overall, the η dependence of the identification efficiency
is in good agreement between data and MC, with the most
important deviations seen around the transition region be-
tween the barrel and endcap calorimeters. Larger differences
are seen as a function of ET, especially in the W → eν mea-
surement, where the efficiency appears to decrease more at
low ET for data than for MC. More data are needed to prop-
erly understand this result.
The ET-dependence of the efficiencies in the case of the
J/ψ → ee measurements is in good agreement between
data and MC. The shape can be attributed to the combi-
nation of the increasing contribution of non-isolated elec-
trons from non-prompt J/ψ production (for which the effi-
ciency decreases with ET and is significantly lower at all
ET than for electrons from prompt J/ψ production) and
to the rapidly improving efficiency for isolated electrons
from prompt J/ψ production as ET increases in this low-
ET range.
To check the consistency of the measurements, the elec-
tron and positron identification efficiency from the W → eν
sample is compared, in Fig. 18, for medium cuts as a func-
tion of ET and for tight cuts as a function of η. Only statis-
tical uncertainties are shown. The systematic uncertainties
are in general significantly larger and correlated to some ex-
tent between the electron and positron measurements in the
same ET- or η-bin.
The identification efficiency is expected to be higher
for positrons than for electrons, since there are about 40%
more positrons produced than electrons from W decays. Al-
though the charge misidentification probability due to ma-
terial effects is itself charge independent, the higher rate of
W+ → e+ν will induce more charge-misidentified probes in
the electron sample than in the positron sample. The lower
identification efficiency of these charge-misidentified elec-
trons and positrons, also as a consequence of the material
effects, leads to the expected difference in efficiency. This
difference is estimated in MC simulation to be as large as
3% at high η-values where the amount of material is larger.
Since the dominant systematic uncertainties on the mea-
surement arise from background subtraction and the num-
ber of events in the electron channel is smaller to start with,
somewhat higher total uncertainties are observed in the mea-
surements for electrons than for positrons. Small disagree-
ments between data and MC in some η-bins indicate that
there might be some contribution also from residual mis-
alignment effects in the inner detector. The discrepancies
observed in these few bins have, therefore, been added in
quadrature to the total uncertainty for the charge-averaged
measurements. It is expected that, with more data and im-
proved inner-detector alignment constants, these discrepan-
cies will be reduced.
The measurements for the J/ψ → ee channel have also
been repeated for the medium identification criteria for dif-
ferent ranges of the measured pseudo-proper time, defined
as
τ0 = Lxy · m
pT
, (8)
where Lxy is the distance between the primary vertex and
the extrapolated common vertex of the two electron candi-
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Fig. 19 Electron identification efficiencies measured from J/ψ → ee
events and predicted by MC for medium identification for two ET
ranges: 4 < ET < 7 GeV (lower points) and 7 < ET < 10 GeV (higher
points) for different ranges of pseudo-proper time. The left-most open
triangles show the MC efficiencies for a pure non-prompt J/ψ sam-
ple, while the right-most open stars show them for a pure prompt J/ψ
sample integrated over all pseudo-proper time values. The MC predic-
tions plotted as open squares in the middle are weighted averages of
the efficiency values expected for prompt and non-prompt J/ψ pro-
duction as explained in the text. The results for the data are shown with
statistical uncertainties only. For clarity, the data and MC points are
slightly displaced horizontally in opposite directions
dates in the transverse plane, m is the reconstructed dielec-
tron mass, and pT is the reconstructed transverse momen-
tum of the J/ψ candidate. Restricting the allowed pseudo-
proper time to low (resp. high) values will improve the pu-
rity of the sample in terms of prompt (resp. non-prompt)
J/ψ decays. The results of these measurements for the two
highest statistics ET-bins are compared in Fig. 19 to the
MC expectations for the weighted prompt plus non-prompt
sample. The efficiencies expected for pure prompt and non-
prompt J/ψ production are also shown. The efficiencies in-
crease by several percent as the fraction of non-prompt de-
cays decrease. The data show the same trend but more statis-
tics are needed to measure clearly the variation of the effi-
ciency with the fraction of decays from prompt J/ψ pro-
duction in the data, and ultimately to separate the prompt
and non-prompt J/ψ samples in the electron channel.
The W → eν and Z → ee samples cover very similar
ET and η-ranges, but they are not identical, so the one-
dimensional identification efficiencies presented here are not
expected to be exactly equal for a given bin in each channel.
The measured identification efficiencies, integrated over η
and for 20 < ET < 50 GeV, are given in Table 7. Within
their respective total uncertainties, the departures from the
expected MC efficiencies observed for W → eν and Z → ee
decays are compatible.
In contrast, the overlap between the W → eν and
J/ψ → ee samples is limited to the ET-range between
15 and 20 GeV, a region in which both samples suffer from
quite low statistics and from large systematic uncertainties
of about 10%. Moreover, the J/ψ → ee efficiency is the
weighted average of prompt and non-prompt J/ψ decays,
where only the former should be comparable to the elec-
tron efficiency obtained from W → eν decays. As the η-
distributions of the two samples are not as similar as those
of electrons from W → eν and Z → ee decays, the mea-
sured and expected identification efficiencies and their ratios
are compared in the 15–20 GeV ET-bin in Table 8, but only
over a limited η-range, |η| < 0.8. The MC efficiencies for
W and prompt J/ψ production agree within a few percent.
The measurement uncertainties are however still too large to
draw firm conclusions.
6.2.5 Electron identification variables
The efficiencies measured in data and predicted by MC sim-
ulation presented in Figs. 15, 16 and 17 manifest some
marked differences. These differences are related to discrep-
ancies in electron identification variables. In this section, the
distributions of calorimeter shower shapes and of the high
threshold hit fraction in the TRT are discussed.
Shower-shape distributions Lateral shower shapes in the
EM calorimeter (listed in Table 1) play a crucial role in
medium electron identification. They are extracted by the
T&P method using Z → ee events in bins of the probe ET,
with tag requirements and probe definition as described in
Sect. 6.2. The residual background, which could distort the
measured distributions, is removed on a statistical basis us-
ing the technique of [35]. The method assigns a weight to
each event based on a likelihood fit to the mee distribution
in the range of 40–180 GeV. These weights are then used
to build the shape distributions. In order to obtain unbiased
results, the correlations between the discriminating variable
(mee) and the extracted variables (shower shapes) need to be
negligible. This was verified using MC simulation.
To obtain bin-by-bin systematic uncertainties on the ex-
tracted electron shower shapes, different models for the sig-
nal and background dielectron-mass distributions were in-
vestigated as in the efficiency measurement.
The background subtraction method was validated by a
closure test performed on MC events by applying the same
procedure as used for the data. For some distributions, the
observed bias is of the same order as the systematic uncer-
tainty due to the choice of fit functions. The total bin-by-bin
systematic uncertainties are calculated as the sum of these
two uncertainties and are ET dependent. They amount to
1–5% in the ET-bin 25–30 GeV, and to 1–3% in the bin
40–50 GeV, depending on the shape variable. With the 2010
dataset, the total uncertainty is dominated by the statistical
uncertainty.
The extracted electron shower shapes from data are com-
pared to the MC prediction in Fig. 20. There are significant
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Table 7 Medium and tight identification efficiencies (in %) measured
in the W → eν and Z → ee channels, integrated over |η| < 2.47 ex-
cluding the transition region between barrel and endcap EM calorime-
ters at 1.37 < |η| < 1.52 and over 20 < ET < 50 GeV. The measured
data efficiencies are given together with the expected efficiencies from
MC simulation and with their ratios. For the data measurements and
for the ratios, the first error corresponds to the statistical uncertainty
and the second to the systematic uncertainty. For the MC expectations,
the statistical uncertainties are negligible
Selection Channel Data [%] MC [%] Ratio
Medium W → eν 94.1 ± 0.2 ± 0.6 96.9 0.971 ± 0.002 ± 0.007
Z → ee 94.7 ± 0.4 ± 1.5 96.3 0.984 ± 0.004 ± 0.015
Tight W → eν 78.1 ± 0.2 ± 0.6 77.5 1.009 ± 0.003 ± 0.007
Z → ee 80.7 ± 0.5 ± 1.5 78.5 1.028 ± 0.006 ± 0.016
Table 8 Medium and tight identification efficiencies (in %) measured
in the W → eν and J/ψ → ee channels, integrated over |η| < 0.8 and
15 < ET < 20 GeV. The measured data efficiencies are given together
with the expected efficiencies from MC simulation and their ratios. The
MC efficiencies for the J/ψ → ee channel are obtained as a weighted
average of the expected prompt and non-prompt components (see text).
For completeness, the expected MC efficiencies for a pure sample of
J/ψ → ee decays from prompt J/ψ production are also given. For
the data measurements and for the ratios, the first error corresponds to
the statistical uncertainty and the second to the systematic uncertainty.
For the MC expectations, the statistical uncertainties are negligible
Selection Channel Data [%] MC [%] Ratio MC [%] prompt J/ψ
Medium W → eν 75.8 ± 8.8 ± 8.1 94.9 0.80 ± 0.09 ± 0.07
J/ψ → ee 80.0 ± 7.3 ± 10.2 81.9 0.98 ± 0.09 ± 0.14 92.9
Tight W → eν 61.9 ± 6.0 ± 7.0 78.3 0.79 ± 0.08 ± 0.09
J/ψ → ee 68.1 ± 7.3 ± 9.0 69.1 0.99 ± 0.11 ± 0.15 78.3
differences visible for all extracted variables. The distribu-
tions of the strip and middle layer shapes are wider and are
also shifted in data towards the background region. As a re-
sult, somewhat lower medium efficiencies are observed in
data compared to MC. Currently, work is ongoing to refine
the calorimeter simulation to achieve a better description of
the shower shape distributions.
High threshold TRT hits The tight identification cuts listed
in Table 1 rely on more stringent matching cuts between the
inner detector and EM calorimeter measurements and on ad-
ditional measurements in the inner detector. In particular, an
advantage of the ATLAS detector is the capability of the
TRT to discriminate against hadronic fakes over |η| < 2.0
using information on the ratio of high threshold transition
radiation hits over all hits (fHT).
Figure 21 shows the fHT distribution in two η-regions for
electron candidates from Z → ee decays, selected by a T&P
analysis and having momenta in the range 10–100 GeV,
where the probability for producing high-threshold hits (HT)
from transition radiation (TR) in the TRT straws is uniform.
This probability is in the range of 0.2–0.25, to be compared
with about 0.05 for pion candidates in the same momentum
range [36].
The HT probability for electrons varies with the radiator
type, therefore it is expected to be different in the barrel and
endcap regions. It also depends on the varying incidence an-
gle of the charged particles on the straws. The observed HT
probability as a function of η is not modelled perfectly in
the barrel TRT by the MC simulation, but the largest effect
is the higher than predicted HT probability in the TRT end-
cap wheels. For |η| > 1.0, the HT probability in data is mea-
sured to be significantly higher than in MC, resulting in a
better than expected electron identification performance.
6.3 Electron identification efficiency in the forward region
The efficiency of electron identification in the forward re-
gion outside the tracking acceptance is studied using Z →
ee events, in two bins of pseudorapidity: 2.5 < |η| < 3.2 cor-
responding to EMEC-IW and 3.2 < |η| < 4.9 corresponding
to the FCal detectors.
6.3.1 Probe selection and background subtraction
The tag electron is required to be a central tight electron
with ET > 25 GeV and |η| < 2.47 excluding the transition
region 1.37 < |η| < 1.52, while the probe is a forward elec-
tron candidate with ET > 20 GeV and 2.5 < |η| < 4.9. With
this selection, a total of 5469 pairs in the mee range 59–
124 GeV are found in the EMEC-IW, while 3429 pairs are
found in the range 50–160 GeV in the FCal.
The background is subtracted using an unbinned max-
imum likelihood fit to the dielectron invariant mass. The
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Fig. 20 Electron shower shapes from Z → ee events for probe elec-
trons in the range ET = 40–50 GeV: (top left) Rhad hadronic leakage,
(top right) Rη and (bottom left) wη2 middle-layer variables, (bottom
right) Eratio strip-layer variable. The data points are plotted as full
circles with error bars, representing the total statistical and systematic
uncertainties. The MC predictions, normalised to the number of data
entries, are shown by filled histograms
Fig. 21 Distributions of the fraction of high-threshold hits in the TRT
measured from Z → ee data and compared to MC prediction for (left)
|η| < 0.625 and (right) 1.07 < |η| < 1.304. The data points are plotted
as full circles with statistical error bars, while the MC predictions,
normalised to the number of data entries, as filled histograms
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Table 9 Identification efficiencies (in %) in the forward region mea-
sured from Z → ee events integrated over ET > 20 GeV and over
2.5 < |η| < 3.2 for EMEC-IW and over 3.2 < |η| < 4.9 for FCal. The
measured data efficiencies are given together with the expected effi-
ciencies from MC simulation and with their ratios. For the data mea-
surements and for the ratios, the first error corresponds to the statistical
and the second to the systematic uncertainty. For the MC expectations,
the statistical uncertainties are about 0.1%
Detector Selection Data [%] MC [%] Ratio
EMEC-IW Forward loose 83.1 ± 1.3 ± 4.6 90.7 0.916 ± 0.014 ± 0.051
Forward tight 58.2 ± 1.4 ± 3.6 72.8 0.800 ± 0.019 ± 0.050
FCal Forward loose 87.5 ± 2.6 ± 7.2 89.0 0.983 ± 0.029 ± 0.081
Forward tight 53.2 ± 2.3 ± 4.3 59.4 0.896 ± 0.038 ± 0.072
same methodology is used as in Sect. 6.2. The signal is mod-
elled either by a Breit-Wigner convolved with a Crystal Ball
function or by a MC template. The background is described
either by a template from data requiring that the pair fails
certain selection cuts or by different analytical functions.
The systematic uncertainties are studied by varying the
signal integration range, the background level via the tag
requirements (isolation and ET cut), the signal and back-
ground shapes and the fit range. The systematic uncertain-
ties vary between 2.5% and 4.5% and are typically larger
for FCal and for forward tight selection. The possible bias
of the method was also studied by a closure test and yielded
an additional systematic uncertainty of 3–4%.
6.3.2 Results
Table 9 presents the measured and expected efficiency val-
ues. The electron identification efficiency in the forward re-
gion is not perfectly reproduced by MC. This can be ex-
plained by the observation that the showers are broader and
longer in data. The origin of these discrepancies is under
investigation.
6.4 Reconstruction efficiency of central electrons
In this section, the electron reconstruction efficiencies are
studied with respect to sliding-window clusters in the EM
calorimeter using Z → ee decays following the methodol-
ogy of Sect. 6.2. The reconstruction efficiency defined this
way measures the combined electron track reconstruction
and track–cluster matching efficiencies.
6.4.1 Probe selection and background subtraction
To measure the electron reconstruction efficiency with or
without the additional requirements on the number of sil-
icon hits on the associated track introduced in Sect. 6.2.1,
the requirements on the probe electron are released to con-
sider all sliding-window EM clusters. Using tight tag elec-
trons having ET = 20–50 GeV, this leads to almost 20000
probes, with 500–4000 per pseudorapidity bin. The S/B ra-
tio in the dielectron mass range 80 < mee < 100 GeV varies
from about 1 (for medium tags) to 6–10 (for tight isolated
tags).
As for the identification efficiency measurement, the av-
erage of measurements, made with different configurations
of the background level and the size of the signal window
in the dielectron mass, was used to assess the reconstruc-
tion efficiencies. In particular, medium or tight tags, with
or without track or cluster isolation requirements, and with
or without a cut on the transverse impact parameter signif-
icance, and five different integration ranges are considered.
The root mean square of these 80 measurements is assigned
as the systematic error on the reconstruction efficiency due
to the stability of the background estimation on data.
The potential biases of the background subtraction meth-
od were also studied in a MC closure test. The best clo-
sure was achieved using an exponential shape to describe
the background and a Breit-Wigner convolved with a Crys-
tal Ball function (to account for detector effects) to model
the signal. The difference between the efficiency estimated
using such a fit and the true efficiency is considered as an
additional systematic uncertainty. The largest bias found in
any η bin is taken for all bins. It amounts to 1.5% (0.5%)
when the requirements on silicon hits on the track are (not)
required.
6.4.2 Results and pseudorapidity dependence
The measured reconstruction efficiency in data, shown in
Fig. 22, is compatible with the MC predictions, though
slightly higher values are observed in data, especially in the
region 0.8 < |η| < 2.01 when requirements on the numbers
of silicon hits on the track are applied. The globally averaged
efficiencies in the full pseudorapidity range of |η| < 2.47 are
given in Table 10. The efficiency loss due to requirements on
the numbers of silicon hits is smaller than 3% in the barrel
and reaches almost 10% in the highest |η| bins.
The results for the data are shown with their statistical
(inner error bars) and total (outer error bars) uncertainties.
The statistical error on the MC efficiencies is negligible.
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Table 10 Efficiency (in %) for electron reconstruction only and with
requirements on the number of silicon hits on the track, measured
from Z → ee events, integrated over 20 < ET < 50 GeV and over
|η| < 2.47, excluding the transition region between barrel and endcap
EM calorimeters at 1.37 < |η| < 1.52. The measured data efficiencies
are given together with the expected efficiencies from MC simulation
and with their ratios. For the data measurements and for the ratios, the
first error corresponds to the statistical uncertainty and the second one
to the systematic uncertainty. For the MC expectations, the statistical
uncertainties are negligible
Selection Data [%] MC [%] Ratio
Electron reconstruction 98.7 ± 0.1 ± 0.2 98.3 1.005 ± 0.001 ± 0.002
Track silicon hit requirements 94.3 ± 0.2 ± 0.8 93.1 1.013 ± 0.002 ± 0.008
Fig. 22 Reconstruction efficiency measured from Z → ee events and
predicted by MC as a function of the cluster pseudorapidity and inte-
grated over 20 < ET < 50 GeV (left) for electron reconstruction only
and (right) after applying requirements on the number of silicon hits
on the track. The results for the data are shown with their statistical
(inner error bars) and total (outer error bars) uncertainties. The statisti-
cal error on the MC efficiencies plotted as open squares is negligible.
For clarity, the data and MC points are slightly displaced horizontally
in opposite directions
6.5 Charge misidentification probability
Mismeasurement of the charge happens primarily when
the electron interacts early in the detector and the EM
shower produces several high pT tracks. The primary track
is then either not available or a different subsequent track
is matched to the EM cluster. The charge misidentification
probability, QmisID, is defined as the fraction of electrons
with incorrectly measured charge with respect to all elec-
trons, and depends on the applied electron identification
cuts. In particular, track quality cuts decrease QmisID sig-
nificantly.
In this study QmisID is investigated comparing same-sign
pairs to all (same-sign and opposite-sign) pairs in Z → ee
events at four levels of electron identification: reconstruc-
tion, silicon hit requirements on the track as defined in
Sect. 6.2.1, and the standard medium and tight selections.
6.5.1 Probe selection and background subtraction
To ensure a well measured tag electron charge, the tag is
confined to the barrel region of |η| < 1.37. No correction is
applied for the misidentification of the tight central tag elec-
tron. This increases the measured probability with respect to
the “true” value by about 0.2%.
The selection of same-sign pairs favours background
over signal. This is especially problematic when studying
QmisID at early stages of electron identification. Additional
requirements beyond the standard Z → ee selection de-
scribed in Sect. 6.2.1 are necessary. To extract the cen-
tral value for QmisID, a low missing transverse momen-
tum of EmissT < 25 GeV is required, reducing significantly
the W → eν background. To assess the systematic uncer-
tainty due to background contamination, four other variants
of the selection were studied with different requirements on
EmissT , calorimeter isolation and the tag ET. With the stan-
dard Z → ee selection, about 1000 probes are found, with
a S/B ratio of 0.34, in the same-sign sample at the recon-
struction level in the full pseudorapidity range. Applying
the EmissT and calorimeter isolation cuts, the S/B ratio im-
proves to 0.74 but the number of probes drops to 550. The
available statistics is much more limited at medium (100–
140 same-sign pairs) and tight (about 40 same-sign pairs)
identification levels, where S/B = 5.5–8 is achieved.
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Fig. 23 Electron charge misidentification probability measured from
Z → ee events as a function of pseudorapidity and integrated over
ET > 20 GeV (left) after electron reconstruction and (right) after tight
selection. Data points are shown with statistical (inner error bars) and
total uncertainties (outer error bars). The MC expectation is indicated
by open squares. For clarity, the data and MC points are slightly dis-
placed horizontally in opposite directions
The remaining background is subtracted by a template
method at early identification stages where the available
statistics is sufficient, and by a side-band method at the
medium and tight identification levels. For the fit, the back-
ground template is derived from data events where the tag
electron candidate fires an EM trigger (with no trigger-level
electron identification) but fails both the medium offline se-
lection and the isolation cut. The signal template is obtained
from Z → ee MC. The number of signal events is counted
within 75 < mee < 100 GeV.
The systematic uncertainties are estimated by varying the
tag requirements, the signal and background templates (or
the side-bands), and the mee signal window, in a way similar
to that described in Sect. 6.2.
6.5.2 Results and pseudorapidity dependence
The results for globally averaged charge misidentification
probabilities are summarised in Table 11. Overall the data-
MC agreement is good. The measurement in the data tends
to be slightly lower than the MC prediction.
The same techniques are applied in bins of electron probe
pseudorapidity. The results are displayed in Fig. 23 at the
two extreme levels of selection: after electron reconstruction
only and after tight identification.
The measurements are repeated separately for the cases
of positive (negative) tag electrons, measuring QmisID pre-
dominantly for true negative (positive) probes. The results
for the different charges agree within uncertainties.
These measurements, even if limited in precision, do not
show any significant difference between the charge misiden-
tification probability in data and MC. An QmisID of about
0.5% is observed in the barrel and up to 8% at high η for
Table 11 Charge misidentification probabilities (in %) at different
levels of electron identification from Z → ee events, integrated over
|η| < 2.47 excluding the transition region between barrel and endcap
EM calorimeters at 1.37 < |η| < 1.52 and over ET > 20 GeV. The
measured data efficiencies are given together with the expected effi-
ciencies from MC simulation. For the data measurements, the first er-
ror corresponds to the statistical uncertainty and the second one to the
systematic uncertainty. For the MC expectations, the statistical uncer-
tainties are negligible
Selection Data [%] MC [%]
Electron reconstruction 2.17 ± 0.25 ± 0.28 2.73
Track silicon hit requirements 1.13 ± 0.21 ± 0.16 1.28
Medium identification 1.04 ± 0.11 ± 0.14 1.20
Tight identification 0.37 ± 0.07 ± 0.11 0.50
candidates at the reconstruction level. The measured proba-
bility decreases to about 0.2% in the barrel and around 2%
in the endcaps after tight identification cuts.
6.6 Electron trigger efficiency
The trigger efficiency is defined as the fraction of identified
offline electrons that fire a given trigger. Here, the medium
and tight selections are considered as offline benchmarks,
for which the most commonly used triggers were designed
to have close to 100% efficiency in the plateau ET-region,
starting typically about 5 GeV above the trigger threshold.
The main sources of inefficiency are readout problems of the
L1 system, lower reconstruction efficiency (especially for
tracking) at trigger level due to timing constraints, and small
differences of the electron identification variables between
trigger and offline [12, 13].
In 2010, events with high-pT electrons were primarily se-
lected by the e15_medium and e20_loose triggers, which re-
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Fig. 24 Efficiency with respect to offline tight electrons for (top)
e15_medium and (bottom) e20_loose triggers measured from (left)
Z → ee and (right) W → eν events as a function of the offline elec-
tron ET and integrated over |η| < 2.47 excluding the transition region
between the barrel and endcap EM calorimeters. The results for the
data are shown with their statistical (inner error bars) and total (outer
error bars) uncertainties. The statistical error on the MC efficiencies
plotted as open squares is negligible. For clarity, the data and MC
points are slightly displaced horizontally in opposite directions
quire an electron candidate reconstructed at the event filter
(EF) level with ET > 15 and 20 GeV passing the medium
and loose identification cuts, respectively. In this section,
their efficiency measurements using W → eν and Z → ee
decays are reported.
6.6.1 Probe selection
To measure the trigger efficiency, electron probes in the
range ET > 15 GeV are checked for a match to an EF elec-
tron fulfilling the trigger selection. The angular distance 
R
between the trigger and offline electron candidates is com-
puted using the tracking variables. It is required to be smaller
than 0.15. This loose cut results in a 100% matching effi-
ciency. Note that, while all three levels of the trigger have
to be implicitly satisfied, no particular matching is required
between the offline electron and L1 or L2 trigger objects.
W → eν and Z → ee candidates are selected following
Sect. 6.2. The medium or tight requirement on the probe
electron candidate increases significantly the purity of the
sample. For example, in the Z → ee channel the background
fraction of tight–medium pairs is below 1%. Therefore, no
background subtraction is applied when obtaining the cen-
tral values of the trigger efficiency measurements.
Systematic uncertainties due to the tag requirements, the
mee requirement in the probe definition for the Z → ee
channel, the background contamination, the energy-scale
uncertainty and the trigger–offline matching requirement
have been studied and found to be less than 0.1% in total.
6.6.2 Results and ET dependence
Figure 24 shows the trigger efficiency as a function of the
offline ET of tight probe electrons for the e15_medium and
e20_loose triggers. As expected, both triggers are very effi-
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Table 12 Efficiency (in %) for the e15_medium (e20_loose) trig-
ger measured from W → eν and Z → ee events, integrated over
|η| < 2.47 excluding the transition region between barrel and endcap
EM calorimeters at 1.37 < |η| < 1.52 and over ET > 20 (25) GeV.
The measured data efficiencies are given together with the expected
efficiencies from MC simulation and with their ratios. For the data
measurements and for the ratios, the error corresponds to the statistical
uncertainty. The systematic errors are below 0.1%. For the MC expec-
tations, the statistical uncertainties are negligible
Trigger Probe Channel Data [%] MC [%] Ratio
e15_medium Offline medium W → eν 98.48 ± 0.08 98.76 0.997 ± 0.001
Z → ee 98.67 ± 0.10 99.24 0.994 ± 0.001
Offline tight W → eν 98.96 ± 0.07 99.30 0.997 ± 0.001
Z → ee 99.02 ± 0.09 99.54 0.995 ± 0.001
e20_loose Offline medium W → eν 99.28 ± 0.05 99.52 0.998 ± 0.001
Z → ee 99.11 ± 0.08 99.73 0.994 ± 0.001
Offline tight W → eν 99.42 ± 0.05 99.69 0.997 ± 0.001
Z → ee 99.33 ± 0.08 99.83 0.995 ± 0.001
cient in the plateau region starting 5 GeV above the trigger
threshold.
The integrated efficiencies in the plateau region are sum-
marized in Table 12 together with the data/MC efficiency ra-
tios. As correctly predicted by the MC, the trigger efficiency
is slightly higher with respect to the offline tight selection
than to the medium one. This is mainly due to the E/p
cut present in the tight selection; it rejects electrons with a
large amount of bremsstrahlung radiation which are less effi-
ciently reconstructed by the fast L2 tracking algorithm. The
W and Z results are compatible for all four trigger–offline
selection combinations.
The small difference in the trigger efficiency behaviour
between data and MC could be explained by the presence of
dead L1 trigger towers7 not simulated in MC (typically well
below the per mille level), differences at the few % level in
the electron energy-scale calibration introduced by the off-
line data reprocessing, and differences in the distribution of
identification variables between data and MC as discussed
in Sect. 6.2.5.
7 Conclusions
The performance of the ATLAS detector for electrons in
2010 was presented, using W → eν, Z → ee and J/ψ → ee
decays in pp collision data.
An inter-alignment of the inner detector and the EM
calorimeter has been performed and resulted in a track–
cluster matching accuracy close to the MC expectation. Fur-
ther improvements are in progress, in particular for φ in the
endcap regions covering 1.52 < |η| < 2.47.
7These dead L1 trigger towers were repaired in the 2010–2011 LHC
winter shutdown.
The electron energy scale has been determined in bins
of pseudorapidity with a precision of 0.3–1.6% in the cen-
tral region over |η| < 2.47 and 2–3% in the forward regions
over 2.5 < |η| < 4.9, with a residual non-uniformity in φ
below 1% in the central region. After applying the 2010 in-
situ calibration, the constant term of the energy resolution is
measured to be (1.2 ± 0.1(stat) ± 0.3(syst))% in the barrel
EM calorimeter covering |η| < 1.37, increasing to 1.8% in
the endcaps and to about 3% in the forward regions. With
the additional statistics being collected in 2011, the energy-
scale will be determined in (η,φ) bins and the knowledge
of the material in front of the calorimeter will be improved.
The EM calorimeter constant term should therefore be de-
termined more accurately and should decrease towards its
design value of 0.7%.
Precise measurements as a function of η and ET have
been performed for a variety of components of the electron
selection efficiency in the central region over |η| < 2.47. The
electron identification efficiency has been measured with a
total accuracy better than 1% for the highest-statistics bin
of ET = 35–40 GeV using W → eν events, and to about
10% for the lowest-statistics bin of ET = 15–20 GeV using
W → eν and J/ψ → ee events.
The differences between calorimeter shower shapes mea-
sured in data and predicted by MC have been an ongo-
ing topic of study since the first runs collecting cosmic-
ray events [37, 38]. These are now precisely measured for
|η| < 2.47 using the Z → ee channel which allows to ex-
tract unbiased distributions for the electron probes.
Other important components of the electron selection ef-
ficiency have been determined with good accuracy in the
Z → ee channel, even though they are more difficult to ex-
tract: the electron reconstruction efficiency, the efficiency
of the track silicon hit requirements, and the probability
of electron charge misidentification. The trigger efficiency
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measurements have established very high plateau efficien-
cies of the electron triggers used in 2010.
In the forward region over 2.5 < |η| < 4.9, despite the
difficulty of the measurements without any tracking in-
formation and with non-optimal EM calorimeter measure-
ments, the clear signal observed from Z → ee decays has
been used to also measure the electron identification effi-
ciencies with reasonable accuracy. The disagreements be-
tween data and MC are found to be larger in this region.
In parallel, work is ongoing to measure precisely the ma-
terial in the detector and to refine the description of the de-
tector material, the simulation of the EM shower develop-
ment in the calorimeter, and the transition radiation produc-
tion in the TRT. This will ultimately improve the description
of the data by the MC.
The accuracy of all efficiency measurements will bene-
fit from the much larger statistics available in 2011. Two-
dimensional measurements in (ET,η) space with finer η
granularity will be obtained with accuracies better than 1%,
allowing a more precise identification of the sources of the
different ET-dependence of the efficiencies in data and MC.
In the low-ET range, the J/ψ → ee measurements re-
quire a substantial increase in statistics to measure the re-
construction and identification efficiencies in the low-ET re-
gion, important for Higgs-boson searches. In this region, the
material effects are large, the energies are closer to the re-
construction threshold, and the identification cuts are strin-
gent.
In the high-ET range, above that explored in this paper,
much higher statistics of W → eν and Z → ee decays are
required to extend the measurements to a region important
for exotic searches where the efficiencies are expected to
become asymptotically flat with ET.
Overall, the performance of the ATLAS inner detec-
tor and EM calorimeters has been firmly established using
the limited electron statistics from W , Z and J/ψ decays
obtained in 2010 at
√
s = 7 TeV corresponding to about
40 pb−1. The agreement between the measurements in data
and the predictions of the MC is generally good, leading to
only small corrections of the MC electron performance esti-
mates in physics analyses.
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